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The Courier-Gazette

$11.95

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3 00 per year payable in ad
vance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rales based upon circulation
and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The* Rockland (kizotte was established in
1846
In 1874 tho Courier was established
and consolidated with die Gazette in 1882.
The Free l^ess was established in 1855, and
in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune.
Tlie.se papers consolidated March 17 1807.

STORAGE BATTERY
(For Ford, Overland, Chevrolet, Etc.)

JamsonMibbard
Hats

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

altho superior in

NEXT TO FORD AGENCY

quality and style

DISTRIBUTORS AND SERVICE STATION
40-Th-45

are moderate in

For sale by

_

Is extended to you to open a
savings account with one dol
lar or more. To start saving
is the main thing, after that
it is easy with the use of a
MONEY BARREL.

BURPEE & LAMB
SOLE AGENTS

MAINE

Call at this Bank and get your

MAID

MONEY BARREL

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

MINCE

Rockland, Maine

MEAT

Security Trust Company
This bank has a Capital, Surplus and Stock
holders’ Liability of

Maine Maid Mince Meat
"It is pure and wholesome

$365,000.00

and perfect for pies"

Every dollar of which is SECURITY for
deposits

Ask Any Grocer

MONEY TALKS

MEDOMAK

When opportunity or adversity comes, and
you can't talk with money unless you save it!

CANNING CO.

Save with this bank and HAVE money

WINSLOW'S MILLS, - - MAINE

We’ll add 4% Interest

NOTICE!

RESOURCES

TO THE

$3,856,468.65

RADIO SET
BUILDER

SECURITY TRUST CO.

A COMPLETE LINE OF

PARTS, BATTERIES,
TUBES, ETC.

WARREN

29-tf

W. H. Glover Co.
Before Building or Repairing See Us About

Prices on Materials

All kinds of Spruce Lumber
Asphalt Shingles, , Asbestos Shingles
Red Cedar Shingles
Eastern Cedar Shingles
Roofing (Bird Neponset)
Doors (carload, all styles)
Windows
Sherwin-Williams Paint (carload)
All Kinds Building Hardware
Nails
Clapboards
Colonial Siding 8x10 in.
Novelty Siding
Oak Flooring
Beech Flooring
Hard Pine Flooring
Duco Brushing Lacquer
Sheetrock
Beaver Board
Celotex
Masons’ Supplies
Mill Work

W. H. Glover Co.

: : Alto :

MACHINE WORK,
SOLDERING & WIRING
Get My Prices Before You
Buy

C. L. RAYE
—At—
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Telephone 700
109-Th-tf

The 1

Girl 0’The Mountains
New Book
Writen by G. W. Greene

Published by

Lewiston Journal
One

of

the

ever written.

best

storis

Full of ac

tion from cover to cover.

Price $1.50 Postpaid
The, RICHMOND CO., Agts.

RICHMOND, MAINE
39-42

Office—453 lyiain Street.

Telephone 322-W
Telephone 14
'

39-Th-45

TALK OF THE TOWN

Tiie Knox County delegation met
The American Legion boys, under
conduct of National affairs by our j on tiie eve of the big convention and |1 the leadership of Ted Perry are busy
fellow Republicans,” said Mr. Gardi effected the following organization: willi plana for their sports smoker,
Vice Presidents of Convention 1C1ner. “To single out one phase of
which may possibly lie pulled off the
governmental management for spe tner S. I'.iril of Rockland, Mrs. Drama 1 coming week
cial commendation is, in a way, to i Norwood of Warren.
mar the picture as a whole of a I Members of Stale Committee-Col. j Thp regu)ar meet,n of Go
government that comes near the j E. A. Rob dns offamden; Mrs. Maty phap.cr, O. E. S„ will be Friday
erry Rkh ol Rockport.
I even|n(. with supper at C.3O, fo)iowe<1
standard which human minds and
Resolutions t ommittee—Samuel E.
hands can hope to build. If we hold
by work. 'Those not solicited please
that government exists that hopes Norwood of Warren; Mrs. Inez Cush furnish pastry.
ing
of
Camden.
and aspirations for (lie fullness and
County
Committee—George W. 1
abundance of life may be accomThe government boat Hibiscus was
pllshed. reflect for a moment on the
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman, Apple- a busy worker on the waterfront
Lauru
ringing truth of the proud statement , lon;
Dwlnal, Mrs
Tuesday resetting buoys in the chan
that ours is indeed a land of oppor- ! Wtterbuah of t amden; Mrs C. L. nel which leads to tiie syndicate
Vose,
I
SAT NEAR COOLIDGE
tunitv. Between individual and con-1
Crieiiaven. 1- S.
docks at the Northend.
stituted authority one of the most, Cubing; John L Stevens. Friend.
sensitive contacts has ever been that, *
Jptl"0
Mrs. Bessie
David Dow. personal representative
Miss Ethel Payson Was In,
of financial affairs. We arb grateful
Hope: Clarence II Turner, of William P. Gray of the Maine
Opposite Pew At Easter j
to the Coolidge Administration for a 'flc au ' i‘“t' >“
I'enrletta Theatres. Inc., has been in the city
Ames, Matinicus; Frank Beverage. this week on business pertaining to
sound policy of public economy, re
Service In Washington.
North Haven: iMIss Ella Maddoeks, the corporation’s local interests.
flected in tax reduction and reflected
M. M. Griffin, Mrs. Dora
again in a stimulation of Industry
" s 1
A Rockland lady, Miss Ethel A.
Bird, Rockland; Chester Pascal. Mrs.
Tiie assessors arc making friendly
affecting all.
Payson, former superintendent of
Perry Rich. Rockport; Mrs 1 calls about town and skipping nobody.
"The principle of protection we Mary
Miteir
i
L'miili
1,
nm
o
t*
t
zs
•
\\
1.
....
•
- . .
Silsby Hospital, was in Washington,
N. Morgan, South Thomaston; W. K.
believe in. and as we survey the past Sheerer, Mrs. Minnie A. Allen. St. The hoard this year comprises M. M.
D. C., Easter Sunday and sat near
Daggett. A. P. Blalsdeli and S. H.
we have a definite claim in Its devel
President and Mrs. Coolidge at Easter
George; W. I’. Strong, Mrs. Mary T.
opment through the services of the Bunker, Thomaston; Mrs. Alice Jtob- Hall, with E. C. Ingraham as assist
worship.
ant.
late Nelson Dlngley. The policy has bins, Hampton L. Robbins, Union; C.
In a personal letter to a P.ockland
t
___
made possible the industrial great B. Hall, Mrs. Emma Norwood. War
friend she writes:
Spring has reached Clark Island.
ness
of
America,
given
our
agricul

“The girls whom I visited have i
ren: Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Hume,
turists and manufacturers the best Washington; W. F. Lyford, Mrs. Mil At least that was the inference yes
'he pew opposite tiie President .• i
terday, when Mrs. Ralph E. Doherty
of
markets,
and
established
for
Mrs. Coolidge looked very lovely in
dred Vinal, Vinalhaven.
sent us a box containing Scotch
Americans a standard of living and
a white ensemble suit, with high
The Lincoln County organization snowdrops and real summerish look
wages unequalled in the history of was:
collar and hat to match.
Tiie
ing moss.
the world.
And wc have lately
Coolidges had as guests tiie Frank
Vice Presidents of Convention—
asserted another policy of protection I Phine:is'(!ay'and Ml,s'. On™' 7,^
Stearnses of Boston, intimate friends
Tlie members of tiie Rockland High
in tiie restrictions of immigration.
who visit them often; also tlieir son
Members of State Comnilttec- School girls' basketball team will be
to preserve America for Americans.
John. Two other interesting person
Forrest II. Bond and Mrs. Maude tendered a complimentary banquet at
“We take comfort in the assistance
ages who sat near us were Senator
Clark Gay.
the Thorndike Hotel this evening in
being
given
the
Veterans
of
our
Chalmers of Ohio and Commissioner
Resolutions Committee—Samuel II. fulfillment of a promise which Pro
Wars,
those
who
gave
so
freely
of
Erskine and Mrs. Georgia M. IP. Car prietor O’Neil made early in the sea
of Agrirulture Jardine. The church
was full.”
William Tudor
Gardiner, Whose their youth and of their strengtli leton.
son.
that
we
might
enjoy
Peace
of
our
Speech
As
Presiding
Officer,
County Committee—A. Q. It. PeasThe Washington Post said:
own
choosing.
lee and Mrs. Georgia M. P. Carleton
Pleased the Convention,
“A cordon of police was necessary |
Knox 'Lodge of Odd Fellows is in
“In searching for a water power front Aina; Byron Giles and Isabel
to handle tiie crowds and traffic that
the midst of a boom. The first de
policy
a
common
result
is
desired
byMontgomery from Roothbay; John gree has recently been conferred upon
jammed the streets in the vicinity of
First Congregational Church when courasement to education, agricul all—the result that is best for the P. Kelley and Mrs. Maude A. Davis 17 candidates, and 12 are expected to
State
of
Maine.
Let
us
not
forget
from Roothbay Harbor; Walter If ill take the second and third degrees
tiie President, with Mrs. Coolidge ture. road construction, and forestry
our common end. We want employ and Mrs. W. L. Hilton. Bremen;
jund their son John, attended the conservation.
next Monday night. Three applica
ment
for
our
growing
population,
The platform, which was read by
Charles W. Furguson and Mrs. Sadie tions are also awaiting action.
morning service.
“So great was the! pressure for former Governor Percival P. Baxter, that means new or increased In Gilbert. Bristol; Daniel E. Bisbee
admission tlia't two services were chairman of tiie resolutions com dustries: we want extension of elec and Mr 3. M. W. Buntfus, Damaris
Tlte Camden & Rockland Water
held in the morning and entrance mittee. was adopted without a dis tric service, convenience and safety- cotta; Dr. L. II. Dorr and Mrs. AI- Co.'s crew has been searching three
on
the
farm;
we
want
cheap
elec

senting
voice.
The
resolution
on
thena
Dorr.
Dresden:
Flunk
E.
was gained by card only. Although
weeks for a leak in Main street, Cam
tricity.
Sontes and Mrs. Jennie B. Sontes,
the crowd, which included several prohibition aroused particular enthu
“We hive an economic dislike of Edgccontb; W. G. Turner and Mrs. den, and yesterday Supt. McAlary
siasm
and
delegates
applauded
vigor

hundred students and teachers from
waste, it irks us to see power If. A. Clark. Jefferson; William E. was confident that the boys were
various parts of the country, was ously as it was announced.
tumblingly- Idly to the sea, and in Stanley and Mrs. Emma 'Field, Mon- within 12 feet of cornering the little
....
orderly, tlte police eerdon was swept
some
watersheds we Imve little con hegan; Newcastle. Leonard P. Boyle rascal. Meantime the booster pump
“We are proud,” tiie resolution
is working overtime to keep the
.back several times by pressure front
trol
against
freshets. We want a and Mrs. Myra Kchuoder: A. IB.
said, “of the fact that our State was
the mass.
town's water pressure at normal.
bigger
an!
better
Maine;
bigger
and
Chaput and Mrs. Emma M. "Winslow,
"A curious throng of men and the pioneer prohibitory State of the
better power wound help. In searcit Nobleboro; Parker E. .Marr and Mrs.
women lined both sides of the street union. We reaffirm our unswerving
Many of the local baseball fans
ing
for
the
best
policy
we
are
not
to
as 'Mrs. Coolidge, attired in white loyalty to the’ prohibition cause as be intimidated, nor carried away by W. B, Hewett. Somerville; Earl W. are strongly favoring a three cor
Haley anil Miss Mildred it. Hight, nered league with Rockland, Camden
coat and dress with hat to match, expressed in tiie Eighteenth AmentT- propaganda.
South Bristol; Woodbury G. Lowe and Belfast, instead of entering the
beautiful in its simplicity of design, ment and laws supplemental thereto
“
The
availability
of
power
to
tlte
and Mrs. Marion Swett. Southport;
and go on record as opposing all
entered the edifice.”
Maine citizen and to the Maine in Ralph M. Miller and Mrs. Ina G. State League. The latter looks like
attempts to repeal or weaken them.
a pretty expensive proposition, and
dustry is of paramount importance. Smith. Waldoboro; Richard L. Towle
| We pledge our party to strict, impar
there is a great question as to
There are different views as to the and Mrs. R. L. Towle, Westport.
tial and aggressive enforcement of
whether Rockland and Camden could
policy best calculated to preserve this
these a» well as other laws, both
stand the guff.
interest and encourage full develop
' State afid National.”
COSTUMES GALORE
ment.
The water power plank adopted by
A number of pardon cases coftie‘Truly tiie question is one for
, tiie convention reads:
careful research, for tlte weighing of Were Worn At the Annual before the Governor and Council to
day, among them the petition of M.
“Wc recognize that it is tiie estab considerations, for the estimate of
Frank Donohue for commutation of
lished policy of this State to retain possibilities, for deliberation in such
Meeting of the Shake sentence.
THREE DAYS
The petitioner states that
Maine's hydro-electric energy within manner as will bring an early and
hie wife is in very poor health, that
I our own borders for the use of our wise determination. As Republicans
speare Society.
her condition is serious, and that it is
people and our industries, and that we are interested in the correct solu
STARTING MONDAY
our future prosperity and develop tion, not as partisans, but as men
The closing meeting of the Shake imperative for her welfare that lie be
ment largely depends upon tiie adop and women yvilllng to assume full speare Society for the season went pardoned or Ills sentence commuted
To Tib //Z.'Z/ZT/ozz.
tion and maintenance of wise and share in government.
out in a blaze of glory Monday even at the earliest possible date.
far-seeing hydro-electric policy.
"We know the cornerstone of gov ing. Mrs. Clara Hounds was hostess
“We tvelcome unprejudiced and ernment is law and order; we realize at her home at 35 Beech street. The
The beautiful pelts of 12 foxes and
; unselfish discussions of this para- that constant vigilance must be de members appeared dressed in old- a raccoon representing a profitable
I mount issue. On the one hand are voted to strict enforcement of the time costumes representing almost season's work by Cleve Butler of
those who believe that Maine's laws. But the task of law enforce every period from the Sliakesperian Union, are cftmpelilng attention in
present hydro-electric policy is re ment becomes easier as the spirit of down.
The president, Mrs. Ruth ilie display window of Fuller-Cobbtarding the State’s proper develop obedience to the law is recognized as Ellingwood as Queen Victoria looked Diivls. The animals wp"p shot evement; on the other are those, a quality of civic loyalty. You may the part to perfection. Prince \11 «vt Mr Butler'-, dog "F.iildy.'' wl> • ft It
equally sincere, who hold that It is phrase the thought as you will, was well represented by Mrs. Nellie that It was up to him to do a good
lo tiie State's advantage and for the honest consideration can bring but Hall, and the ladies in waiting were stunt, being a brother of Ernest C.
protection of present and future one conclusion.”
Miss Alice Erskine and Miss Caroline Davis’ “Pep." The fox pelts were
generations to adhere to our present
Littlefield. Tiie costumes were inter worth about $15 apiece at the time
« • • .
policy even though complete develop
esting and unique and included they were obtained, but the market
United States Senator Simeon I). wedding dresses, graduation dresses, has considerably declined since that
ment of all our water resources be
Fess of Ohio, who addressed the con big sleeves, tight waists, full skirts, time.
somewhat delayed.
“Between these conflicting views vention in the afternoon, said that a bustles, tiny hats, etc., quite in con
Herbert W. Brown, 63, who will be
there is a wide divergence of continuation of an economical and trast with the styles of today—and
opinion. Our citizens, however, are business-like administration was as not half so comfortable it must be pleasantly remembered bj‘ acquaint
sured
under
President
Coolidge.
ances and friends here, died at his
united in wishing to encourage rea
admitted.
"The country has never had her
Much merriment was called forth home In Whitinsville, Mass., after a
sonable
further
development of
course
more
clearly
charted,
nor
her
hydro-electricity while at the same
as the ladies responded to the follow long illness, having been confined to
pilot more steady handed titan to
Mr.
time conserving and protecting the
ing roll call: Mrs. Edith B. Reel, the house, a year or more.
day," he said. “A mind unconfused
rights of future generations of Maine
Mrs. Ella B. Russell, Miss Ellen C. Brown was born in this city, and for
by
the
nostum
vendor;
a
courage
un

people.
Derby, Mrs. Louise 1). Aberdeen, a number of years lived In tills vi
daunted by- political threats; a char
This Thrilling Masterpiece Will
“The present State-wide discussion
Mrs. Ruth E. Palmerston, Miss cinity, working nt the trade of stoneacter unaffected by personal innuen
He went from here to Bath,
of this problem is wholesome, and
Alice E. Gladstone, Miss Carolyn E. cutting.
do;
Calvin
Coolidge
is
today
en

Be Shown to Fcopie of Rockland
from it a proper solution, no doubt,
Disraeli, iMiss Annie E. Dickens, and a few years ago removed to
trenched in the hearts of the Ameri
ultimately will emerge. Koine com can public with it confidence never Mrs. Nellie H. Ruskin, Mrs. Eva II. Massachusetts. He was married to
For Three Days
mon ground may be found on which surpassed in the political history of Newman, -Miss Mabel L. Livingston, Miss Ada H. Washburn of South
Mrs. Harriet L. DeQuincy, Mrs. Thomaston, who with a son, Karl
all can stand. This issue should be America."
Harriet M. Reed. Mrs. Clara R. Brown, and daughter,Mrs. Mabel
treated calmly and without prejudice
The senator reviewed tiie accom
The remains
and should be kept free from parti plishments of tlte party since the ad Collins, Mrs. Annie S. Arnold, Miss Felch, are survivors.
were brought to this city and placed
san. political or personal bias.
Maude
<S.
Morris.
Miss
Kathleen
S.
ministration of President Warding
“We believe that all agree that began after tlte war. He declared Stevenson, Miss Josephine T. Edge- in the receiving tomb at Sea View
cemetery, where services were held.
under no circumstances whatever that under Republican administra worth, Miss Caroline L. Austin.
The following charades were given: Rev. W. S. Rounds officiating, Mrs.
should the State of Maine relinquish tion the country had emerged front
Expectations,’’
“Locksley Brown and son Karl, who accom
any portion of its present control, tiie post-war difficulties in a manner “Great
jurisdiction and regulation over the that challenges tlte administrations Hall,’’ •‘Middlemarch,’’ “Vanity Fair’’ panied the remains, returned to
‘Old Curiosity Shop,’ “Ellingwood.” Whitinsville Friday.
resources "'Gitin our of .all countries for an equal show
“
Ing as to its record of government Gladstone,” “Last Days of Pompeii,”
I he plank offered to the conven financing and its foreign relations and tiie parts were taken by Mrs. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Harriet Levensaler, Miss Ellen Coch
tion by Senator Charles B. Carter of adjustments.
Auburn and favored by Gov. Brew
Mrs. James D. Tilllnghast of Cam ran, .Mrs. Eililli I’.ird. .Mrs. Nidlii“Whatever your occupation may be. and
ster was more stringent, insisting bridge, Mass., urged an interest in Hall, Miss Maude Smith, Mrs. Har however crowded your hours with affairs, do
riet
iMoor.
Miss
Annie
Frye,
Miss
not
fall to secure at least a few minutes
on indorsement of the principal of
Caro Littlefield and Miss Kathleen every day for refreshment of your Inner life
priority of water use and rates to
with a bit of poetry.—Charles Eliot Norton
Snow.
the people of the -State, and the
During the winter the society has
maintenance of the present State
COURAGE
If you carry OUR liability pol
read “Henry IV,” Parts 1 and 2, and Because I hold it sinful to despond.
water power policy until some other
for a modern play, Queen Victoria,
is adopted guaranteeing the same
And will not let the bitterness of life
icy, you are eligible for our spe
REALTOR
by David Carb and Walter Prichard Blind me with burning tears, but look be
permanent control and regulation by
yond
cial Collision form at LOW RATE,
Eaton, and under its able president,
the State of generated power.
Its tumult and its fclrife;
* * * «
Mrs. -Ruth Ellingwood has done good
SOLD BY NO OTHER COM
work. Of its funds $10 has been Because I lift my head above the mbt.
T he convention was presided over
PANY, covering damage to YOUR
by Wm. Tudor Gardiner, who will
Bought, Sold and Traded. given to the Scholarship Fund of the ; Where tho sun shines and tiie broad
be a prominent candidate for the
State Federation and $10 to the I gv every ray and every raindrop kissed
OWN car. 50% DISCOUNT IN
Shore and Lake Property Public Library.
gubernatorial nomination two years
That God’s lovo doth bestow;
COST TO CAREFUL AND FOR
The course of study foi' next year
hence, and his address made a most
a Specialty
Think
you I And no bitterness at «11?
Includes “King Richard 111*,” “Mer
excellent impression upon the dele
TUNATE DRIVERS.
No burden to bo borne, like ChrbtUn’a
LISTINGS SOLICITED
gates.
chant of Venice” and Bernard Shaw’s
pack ?
Think you there are no Toady tears to fall
"St. Joan.”
"As we restate our allegiance,
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
Because I keep them back?
Officers were elected: President,
faitli and gratitude in our President,
Telephone 1181-W
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; vice-presi I Why should I hug life’s ills with cold re
we stamp with our approval the
dent, Mrs. Clara Rounds; secretary,
serve,
425 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Nellie Hall; treasurer, Mrs. [ To curse myself and all who lovo me?
I
Nay!
Eva Helller.
i A thousand times more good than 1 deserve
Program Committee—Mrs. Edith
God gives me every day.
THE NEW
Bird, .Mrs. Evelyn Hix. Miss Carolyn
And in each one of these rebellious tears
Erskine.
Kept bravely back Ue makes a rainbow
Picnic Committee — Miss Mabel
shine:
Lamb. Mrs. Edith Bird, Miss Kath Grateful I take His slightest gift, no fears
and LATEST RECORDS
See Us About
N’or any doubts are mine.
leen Snow.
DEMONSTRATED DAILY
Delegate to (State Federation in Dark skies must clear, and when the clouds
Come In and Hear Your Favorite
OUR FREE OFFER PLAN
September—<Mrs. Eva G. Hellier;
are past.
Selection!
ilternate, 'Mrs. Clara Rounds.
One golden day redeems a weary year;
Patient I listen, sure that sweet at last
Refreshments were served.

PARK

L. A. THURSTON
Real Estate

SIMON K. HART
i I Manufacturer of : I

Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Ste.

Native & Scotch Granite

Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
t : And Dealer in : :

Rockland, - - Maine

Mill—Tillson Avenue.

O.

Tuesday’s Big Gathering of the G.
P. In Portland1
Adopts a Platform To the People’s Liking.

polltics as a means of better gov
ernment.
An attempt just before the close
of the sessions to have the State
'The Chemical was called to the
committee call county caucuses for
Narragansett Hotel Tuesday, near
the night before the convention was
midnight, to extinguish a chimney
defeated.
fire.

»<9

price.

An Invitation

CONVENTION

Volume 81................. Number 42.

Reaffirming unswervjpg loyally lo
tho prohibition cause, Maine Repub
licans, at their convention Tuesday,
went on record against repeal or
modification
of
tiie
Eighteenth
Amendment and Its supplemental
enforcement laws.
•••
••• ••• •••
R♦♦■
The resolution on prohibition was
the principal plank in a platform
Teach economy ; that is one of the •••
which endorsed tiie National and
••• first virtues.
It begin with saving
State administrations, favored the
••• money.—Abraham Lincoln.
* j State's continued control over liydro•••
! gp
.». .«. .«.
.«. .». .». .».
, electric resources, and pledged en-

Exifce

ROCKLAND
UNION,
VINALHAVEN,

REPUBLICAN

THREE-TIMES-A- WEEK

Buys a Good

CAMDEN,

THE

THREE CENTS A COPY

CM

E. C. MORAN & CO.

Orthophonic Victrola

W. H. GLOVER CO.

ri«B

“Tk« proof of tho pudding lo In tho satinp thereof."

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS

usicVJ
ROCKLAND, MAINE 28-tf

MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
42-46

Will sound His voice of cheer.

The most remarkable thing about Then vex mo not with chiding. Let me be.
I must be glad aud grateful to the end.
the Prince of Wales is his universal
popularity despite the fact that he’s 1 grudge you not your cold and darkness—
me
supposed to set the styles in men’s
The pow era of lltfUt befriend
—Cetta Thaller.
clothe^.—Arkansas Gazette. -

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 8, 1926.

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

JOIN OUR REFRIGERATOR CLUB

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Maine. April 8, 1926.
Personally appeared Frank S. I.yddle, who
on oath declares that he la pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that ol
the Issue of this patter of Tuesday, April tl.
1936, there was printed a total of 6540 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.

JO 00 Weekly are the dues. Select the size and

u.VV

Notary Public.

style you need. It will be deliverd at
once. Join Now.
’

KATHLEEN M. SNOW............. LIBRARIAN

The windows or Heaven:—Bring
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
ye all the tithes into tlie storehouse,
that there may he meat in mine
Week days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
house, and .prove me now herewith,
salth the Lord of hosts, if I will not
“Play is a pastime, work is a sat
open you the windows of heaven, isfaction, fond is an essential, sleep
and pour you out a blessing, that- is a remedy, a friend is a pleasure—
there, shall not lie room enough to and a hook is all five.”
receive it.—.Malachi 3:10.
* « * •
The note annually sounded is once
more touched as the snow disappears
and the spring flowers begin to
offer themselves for admiration. The
editor of Nature’s Magazine has
broadcast an appeal to tourists and
trippers to spare the wild flowers,
to the end that others may have
the joy of looking at them. Upon
motorists in particular the writer
urges refraining from spoliation of
tiie roadsides, the woods and fields,
upon which in past seasons they
have been working such desolation
by the ruthless filling of the tonneau
with foliage and blossoms stripped
from the country waysides. Let us
ourselves each hold back the hand
that would practice this form of
devastation and not fail to reprove
the other person who practices it.
We are confident that the action
ot the City Council in appropriating
$250 as Rockland’s contribution to
the Maine publicity fund will be
heartily endorsed by our people.
There is none of us hut recognizes
with warm approval the administra
tion’s declared policy to practice a
rigid economy and thereby lighten
so far as possible the weight of tax
ation, and we do not lose sight of
the fact that the many and at times
insistent demands render the task
embarrassing.
We do not think,
however, that anybody will criticise
the setting apart of a modest sum
each year for advertising our
advantages as one of Maine’s most
inviting summer resort regions.

We are agents for the famous WHITE MOUN
TAIN REFRIGERATORS. For many years this
has been the leading refrigerator. Prices are very
reasonable.

April—-New England’s first month
of real spring. What does it mean?
Study club programs coming to a
close; longer hours of daylight;
ponds and streams opening up nnd
sending iheii alluring call to the
sportsman: roads drying and new
cars constantly appearing; shop
windows filled with gay affparel that
promises for warmer days; new
hangings, renovated walls, new fur
nishings for those drab interiors;
fascinating seed catalogs coming
daily through the mail filling one's
mind with plans for the new garden.
Everything, everybody, making ready
for a new lease of life, making ready
for another glorious Maine summer.
• . • •

How about the Library? Does the
spring spirit pervade there? March
records have just gone on file. Over
the top again! Nearly 6000 books
loaned during the month ! It Is the
largest monthly circulation ever re
corded here, nearly 1500 more books
than were loaned in the same period
last year. The Library is proud of
tills. It thinks that a monthly in
crease of twenty per cent is a record
worth while, especially when it con
tinues for five consecutive months.
• • • •

This handsome three’door Refrigerator, holds 150 pounds of ice.
Solid oak and white lined Special price for this club offer

$39.50

But what about April? Mareli has
long been an outstanding Library
We W'ill Allow You $5.00 for your old Refrigerator
month, whereas April records usually
show .a decrease. It is hard to un
• scsaeaocsasscocacasccngsuecusGcasoucca
BK
derstand this—for what an ideal
iil
month It is lo finish up the left-over
I
winter reading. Ht is so much easier
to get to the Library, indeed an ex
FURNITURE CO.
cellent excuse for the daily walk
rockLand — Maine
everyone longs for at the first sign
of spring. Evenings are still long
enough for reading and far too cold
JOIN THE CLUB NOW. TRADE IN YOUR OLD REFRIGERATOR
for riding, even when the roads
warrant it• • • •
Houseeleaning time? Yes, but
what better balm could one suggest written I y a former editor of the
TO STUDY EARTHQUAKES
for the strain of housecleaning than Scientific American, is a mine of in
1 right good novel? Readers tell us formation lor the prospective home Seicmographic and Geodetic Station
that ‘"Angelina of the Hill Country" builder. In this book the author is
To Be Located Near Machias.
There will be a countrywide agree is just the story for a tired mind. writing for the many who plan to
The
first seismographic and geodetic
ment with the opinion of President It’s the record of a mountain girl's build a small home, costing from
station in the extreme eastern section
Coolidge that legislation should he first visit to the citj- and is a sure $5,000 to si0.000. There is informa of the country is to he near Machias
tion as to ’he legal proceedings in ac
enacted that shall serve to protect cure for that tired feeling.
It will he established next summer by
Then, too, there are the “Best Love quiring title, contract, etc., but the
the public against the results of Stories of 1924," an unusual collec larger part of the hook is given over the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
trouble in the coal mining fields. tion that seems to lend itself espe to details of planning and construc nology and will specialize in a study
of the causes of the coastal tilt to
tion. the us? of various 1 kinds of wards the sea.
The President suggests two proposi cially to pick-up. restful reading.
wood,
heating
plants,
illumination,
For
the
reader
who
is
not
limited
tions, Presidential authority to ap
The station will be equipped with
to fiction for pleasure reading, there etc.
a modern apparatus for studying
point a strike mediation board, and is Stella Benson’s “Little World."
Everyman’s House" is an account
earth tremors and readjustments of
machinery for coal administration
“Did you enjoy it?" the librarian of ihe actual house which was built the crust, according to an announce
in event of a strike. It is difficult asked one lady who was returning in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and won ment by President Samuel W. Statua first prize in the Better Homes for
to imagine why Congress should the hook to the library.
ton of the Institute.
It will be lo
“Enjoy It? Well, to tell the truth,” America Contest. Not only was the
decline to give the matter earnest confided this patron. “I was thor house built for a wage earning man cated at Cambridge Technology field
and prompt consideration.
The oughly disgusted when 1 came to the with a family of several children.’and where work in civil engineering is
carried on during tlie summer. The
one whose wife did all the work, hut rocky terrain of the spot will adapt
recurrence of these labor troubles of end !”
the house lias actually been inhabited it for seismic investigation.
“W-wy !" gasped the librarian:
which the people are the goat ought
"Well, because there wasn’t jnore successfully by this same family.
to be made impossible.
of it;” was the reply.
There are many illustrations and de
Further conversation revealed that tailed floor plans, while the hook
Whatever place may be assigned the reader had just been recovering proper tells of the various problems
Colonel House when history comes from a lingering cold and that these encountered and how they were
to be written a century later, we cleverly written sketches of Miss overcome. Not the least attractive
Benson's, written in and about such phase of this Everyman’s House is
have to concede that his story giver
far away places as China, Japan, its adaptibility for extra additions
him today a very conspicuous place India, had been a delightfully wel- and changes.
“The Small Home, How to Plan
in the period having immediately cohae find for her.
• • • •
and Build It." “Tlie Smail House. Its
to do with the World War. He does
“Springtime, folks are beginning to possibilities,’’ “How to Plan. Finance
not for himself set up a claim to
et their cars newly painted and in and Build Your Home."—all of these
greatness, hut it is difficult in read
order—everyone is thinking in terms give detailed plans fur both lateriors
ing his book to escape the impression of automobiles. Why not plan an ex and exteriors.
* * * *
that here is one of the most remark hibit of our hooks on automotive en
The library also h.as valuable and
able men of our generation. Indeed gineering?" So worked the mind of
instructive hooks on interior deco
unique In the political life of the the libarian last week, hut alas, her rating. on furnishings, both on identi
public had already appreciated the
country. One makes a mistake in appropriateness of these hooks for fying types of furniture and on ar
leaving his book unread.
spring use. The demand for this ranging the rooms. The House
material had been so great that there Beautiful Building annuals for 1926
Farmers throughout the country were not enough books on the shelves are now available and supersede
those of 1925 in fulness of detail and
with natural envy of this season's to make even a noticeable display. illustrations. All of the information
Therefore this warning: Better let
striking prosperity among the Aroos us reserve one of these hooks for you given in these hooks is based on
took County growers, evince a pur —“My Ford, Its Care and Repair,” or actual problems which have been
WQuHitiuctaaims
pose greatly to increase their potato "My Automobile, Its Care and Opera presented to the House Beautiful
Home Builder Service Bureau during
acreage this year. Speaking of pota tion," both of these were written es the year.
pecially for the man or woman who
toes, we never cease to wonder why drives his own ear. Technical terms
A Spring Suit
with the price of the fruit so exces were avoided. These are hooks for
EXCEEDED
QUOTAS
sive, restaurants and hotels employ the average driver not for the
offering that is
it to such an overmastering degree specialist.
"Gasoline, What Everybody Should Chevrolet Sales Passed All
in their fish chowders.
not on a diet !
Know About It.” is a newly-acquired
Expectations For January
hook with many a useful hint lo the
Another Vermont home has been driver who is interested in getting the
and February.
placed at the disposal of President best possible mileage from his ear.
Ever hear of the sword
There
is
much
valuable
information
Coolidge for a summer White House.
Chevrolet dealers in February de
about the oil wells and manufacture
swallower who was on a
We forget how many this makes, but of the gasoline, though the chief livered 32.504 cars, the largest num
there is still time for Knox County value of the hooks for the average ber ever sold in that month in the
diet and would only swal
The quota
to get onto the first page by adopt reader, doubtless lies in the infor history of the company.
low pins and needles at the
Ing The Courier-iGazette’s recent mation given about volatility ' and .set for the thirty sales zones of the
company was 22,002 cars, an esti
suggestion. It would be great pub conservation of the oil.
afternoon performance?
mate based on a conservative exami
licity and neetin'i cost ns a cent.
Of course housecleaning and reno nation of the prospective February
When the total sales for
vation comes entirely within the wo demands.
To some stores it is early—
Europe complains of the falling off man's sphere, nevertheless spring the month were tabulated it was
found
that
the
increase
in
sales
was
but tQ us---- we arg rea£J ----in the winter tourist business from time brings many an odd stunt to
147.7 percent of the quota.
J
this country, but is looking hopefully the attention of the men about the
Despite decided increases made
and when we invite you to
house. A little repairing here, a bit
toward a summer rush. We wonder of patching there, a million and one in the quota set for February it \Vas
see Spring Suits and Top
of our friends across the water are things that are not worth the serv found that zones had practically all
getting wise to the fact that possibly ices of an outside carpenter. “Tink exceeded their allotments.
Coats—we don’t mean that
In January every sales zone exceed
their loudly advertised detestation of ering Wi'ii Tools” is the title Henry ed its quota, ranging from 112.9 per
Saylor chose for his book. It is dis
the soup is on the table but
America and Americans is having tinctly a volume for the menfolk and cent in the Jacksonville zone to 275.4
percent
in
the
Omaha
zone.
The
some effect upon the tourist business. has won an enviable record in its
the butcher boy has not
useful hints and pointers for amateur Omaha zone, established only three
yet delivered the roast !
months
ago,
again
led
the
zones
ex

In England law courts would have workers. There is much stress upon
ceeding -their February allotments,
the
necessity
of
selecting
the
proper
done with Chapman in a month
Minne
tools and upon the care of them. with a percentage of 398.3.
Complete stocks now of
or so what it took our courts a year There is everything in the hook how apolis zone was second with 304.9
and more to bring to pass, and with ever, from masonry to plumbing and percent of its quota, reflecting the
Suits and Top Coats made
a fraction of the newspaper pub electric wiring, and all written in a unprecedented growth of the North
west’s diversified industries.
Okla
straightforward
way
that
makes
it
by Michaeles-Stern
licity. And nobody questions that
especially valuable for inexperienced homa City watt third with 255.4 per
he would have had a full and fair
cent of quota, Atlanta fourth, with 249
workers.
percent and Des Moines fifth, with
• • « •
$35 to $50
trial.
"Books lor Home Makers” reads 243.8 percent.
Of the six sales regions, Great
Local members ot the Three Quar the placard on Ihe special display
Lakes region led in February, with
ter Century Club will find special in table this week. The books selected Middle West, Southeastern, Flint, At- |
are those which have to do particu
New Shirts.
terest In the news story of their larly with planning, or remodeling lantic Coast and Pacific Coast regions
in
the
order
named.
sister-member Mary A. Burnham of the home.
Blake's "Acquiring a
While the original factory pur- J New Hats.
Scarboro. who led t'he grand march Home" Il is been written especially
duction lor March was set at 54,553
at a community dance Thusday eve for the man who contemplates buy cars, it has already been found neces
New Hosiery.
ing. Emphasis is given to the im
ning and celebrated, by that act, her portance of proper procedure for ac- sary to make three additional increas
quiring a title to the property, seettr- I es In this schedule bringing the total
99lh birthday.
in- mortgages or loans, and the legal number to be built tills month to s9,We congratulate Portland upon ph oes of Ihe contract. The book is ! 344 cars, not including the 4367 cars.
brief and to the point and is written to be built in the Chevrolet Canadian
tlie three million dollar fourteen, .
, .
h,Hiding for 1|"‘ average buyer rather than plant at Osliawa.
story hotel she Is to start t u
f.
rPn] (jf.late (jpa|er or the contrac-

BURPEE

Gregory’s

this spring. The Longfellow will be JQr
its name. Good Idea.
’
‘The Home

Owner’s Handbook.”

Popular fiction: "Easy payments.’’
.Milwaukee Journal.

JrMoviesi

THE CITY BUDGET

PARK THEATRE

An Explanation of Some
Things the Uninitiated Did
Not Understand.
___ \

Alice Joyce and Conway Tearle are
starring today in a remarkable
feature picture called
"Dancing
Mothers." It's not fair to tell much
of the story, as it would spoil your
enjoyment of the film on seeing il.
Suffice it to say that we are shown
a family who are part of the New
York fast set. That is. they all are
except the mother, who stays at home,
it: this role, Alice Joyce makes one
forget anything else she may Have
done in the past. Waiting at home
for a mad-cap daughter, and a
wandering husband, she decides to
play a part herself in the whirlpool
that threatens to engulf them all.
Then comes a twist which, while
perfectly logical, is one of the
queerest things lhat has been seen
in many a day. "Dancing Mothers"
is fine entertainment for all audi
ences.
How a girl attorney saved
her
father's honor is thrillinglj’ told in
"Counsel for the Defence," which is
one of the double features for Friday
and Saturday, with Betty Compson in
the title role. The star appears as
a young woman just out- of college
who is confronted by one of life’s
most tragic situations just a fAvdays
after she had received her diploma.
Her father, an esteemed resident of
a small town, is being victimized
by political rogues who would rob
him of his invention. The daughter
is confronted with the problem of
not only saving him from financial
ruin hut preventing his reputation
from being ruthlessly shattered. She
is not an experienced attorney and
yet she must defend her father on
hard legal technicalities because of
the cunningness of the scoundrels
and their success in intimidating
every lawyer in town against accept
ing a retainer from ihe old man.
She tackles her job undaunted by
these odds however and defies the
crooks and their schemes to thwart
her until she finally runs them into
a corner and exposes the whole nefa
rious plot. It may readily be seen
from the little so far told about the
story that Betty Compson has one of
the most gripping and compelling
roles of her long and brilliant career
as a screen star.
‘The Auction Block" is the title of
the other picture, which is another
film story calculated to hold an audi
ence breathless.—adv.

Johnson

Gowns

The adoption of the city budget
Monday night, showing an ■apparent
increase of $10,000. requires a hit of
explanation.
The first item is entitled “note*
payable" and calls for $10,000 which
ihe administration found necessary
tn take up the temporary loans which
it inheriied. But for this obligation
the tolal of appropriations would
have shown a net reduction over last
year. «.
A change in Ihe method of book
keeping accounts for the apparent in
creases in several of the depart
ments which are now charged with
their proportion of the waler, light
ing and insurance bills Equally true
this accounts for the decrease in!
three funds last mentioned.
This explanation shows why Ihe
High School appropriation is in.
creased from $20,500 -to $25,450; why
the appropriation for common schools
is increased $650: why ihe appropri
ation for fire department is in
creased from $2000 to $4875, and why|
■everal other departments are ap
parently boosted.
The slight increase in salaries is1
due to the addition of Miss Helen'
Corbett to the payroll The increase
in the interest appropriation is due
to the necessary increase in tem
porary loans.
A much larger appropriation for
permanent improvements was re
quired in order to get sufficient aid
to improve Main street at the Northend. For some reason not clpar to
the present administration the ap.
propriation for registration and elec
tions last year was only $68.50. The
estimate of the real cost this year,
in which there will he two elections,
is $2700. It is necessary lo buy ad
ditional fire hose because enough was
not bought last year, and replace
ments are. in order.
And that’s that.

sI

A new shipment of Gowns is received

each week direct from New York
No Two Are Alike

Prices range from

’25.00

’16.00

THE M. A. JOHNSON HAT SHOPPE

DELICIOUS

PEANUT RIITTE
iHIro
lEAIwI
DUIIEi DK fUIDQ
THIS

WEEIc

29c Pound

•

-AT-

CHISHOLM BROS., Confectioners
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM

ROCKLAND

MONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE

410-412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

EMPIRE THEATRE
There are a thousand laughs in
today’s program and most of them
?ome from the comedy feature en
titled "What Happened To Jone.s."
starring Reginald
Denny.
When
Denny hacked down the fire escape
into the Turkish Bath on Ladies’
Night, escaped Into the night and nl-1
timately stole the bride-to-be from
under the nose of the would-be
bridegroom. Weil say ! Denny does
it again and that’s enough. For
Reginald Denny can drag a laugh
out of old man gloom himself. You'll
laugh and you’ll laugh and—well—
you'll just keep on laughing, it's a
scream.
The companion feature today is
"Fighting Courage," with Ken May
nard, a newcomer in the ranks of
Western stars at the head of the
cast, lie has the physique and the
good looks, and he gets plenty of
pep into his work. The plot hinges
on a similarity In appearance of the
hero and thp bandit. Roth of them
are thoroughly chased all over the
landscape and have to do some fast
riding to escape the bullets of the
posses.
Besides saving the girl
from danger, the hero also is com
missioned to discover a lost mine and
he succeeds after many close shaves
and really good fist fights.
A cowpuncher’s experience in a
big city, life on a big ranch in Ari
zona and a thrilling cross-country
race with a girl’s home and future
as the prize feature ‘The Arizona
Sweepstakes." Friday and Saturday
will be shown with Hoot Gibson, the
"ridin' kid” of the screen, a the
leading role. "The Arizona Sweepstakes" was produced under the di
rection of Clifford Smith, whose in
timate knowledge of ranch life and
the happy-go-lucky existence of the
cowpuncher, has been surrounded by
an excellent cast which includes
many of the screen fan’s favorites.—
adv.

Tel. 756

Rockland

16 Limerock Street

s

Friday, Saturday and Monday
Another large lot of the

“Happy Home” House
Frocks
Just arrived, to sell at $ | QQ
“Trippletoe” Hose
Full fashioned

Silk

Hose,

per

Hose

Hose

Our famous "HUMMING BIRD"
Pure Thread Silk Hose; rein
forcement at sole and above the
heel, all colors; per pair $ | JjQ

SUPER RAYON HOSE, all col
ors, including Navy and Black.

Per plip........ ............. M.00

Men’s Hose

Silk Chiffon

Mens Fancy Silk and Rayon
Hose, per pair ...........................

Hose per pair ................

$ J QQ

.49, .59, .79, .98

Silk Chiffon Hose, pa "

’1.69

p,ir...........................M.98

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Ibu drive in

STRAND THEATRE
At Strand Theatre yesterday ap
peared a new type of race track pho
toplay. W. A. Fraser’s novel ’Thor
oughbreds’’ under the title of “The
Million Dollar Handicap."
For Fridaj- and Saturday Manager
Dondis has an exceptional double
feature bill, “A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court.” and Yakima
Canutt in "While Thunder.”
The plumbing was bad in King
Arthur’s Court; there was no tele
phone, system; the brave knights, the
flower of chivalry, spent their time
in eating, drinking, slaying dragons,
rescuing damsels, and fighting. There
were no carpels on the floor of King
Arthur's Court—only rushes. None
of the knights thought it worth while
to learn to read and write. Not one
of them knew the difference between
a carburetor and a spark plug. They
believed that Merlin was a mighty
powerful magician. Until the Yankee
arrived. He taught them different.
First he put the plumbing to rights.
Then he pulled the great magician’s
whiskers. Then he installed tele
phones throughout the realm. Then
he improved the knights' table man.
ners. Then he took on a few knights
in a tournament, and licked them
singlehanded. Then he mounted the
celebrated flower of chivalry on mo
tor-cycles. Mark Twain wrote his
masterpiece, “A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur’s Court," to prove
that Ihe present is the best of all
possible times io live in, and lhat the
age of chivalry was not all it is
cracked up to he.
Next week, Monday and Tuesday,
comes "The Man Upstairs" with
Monte Blue and Dorothy Devore;
also James J. O’Hara will again be
ihe regular organist.—adv.

^eNew-D

OU cannot find in any other car so many “safety"
Y
features. You cannot find another car that handles
so easily—nor one that obeys your wishes so quickly

and surely.

PAIGE HYDRAULIC

The New-Day Jewett Six is the safest car in the world
to drive—not by accident, but because it was built to
be just that. But really—you’ll never known how safe
a car can be—how safe the New-Day Jewett Six is—
until you take its wheel and drive. When will you
take your first drive in this
remarkable automobile? We
invite you—without any oblig
ation on your part, of course.

4-wheel-brakes Za

EASIEST
HANDLING
-WIDEST
VISION

$

STEEL

construction

995

for the Standard Seden; De Luxe Touting
Car, $1095;—Pai$e Hydraulic Four-Wheel
arakes included without extracost. Prices
fo.b. Detroit, tax extra. And you can buy
on time pay ments through one of
the most attractive plans ever offered.

Jones Motor Company
vanilXa
- Aart/e*/ Ae

.
J

The New Home of the Paige and Jewett
BICKNELL

BLOCK

SERVICE—LASSELL’S

MAIN STREET

GARAGE,

110

ROCKLAND,

PARK

ST.,

MAINE

ROCKLAND

Every-OtEe.-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, I hursday, April 8, 1926.

TALK OF THE TOWN

CAPT. "ARCHIE" SELLS

OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

April 8-9—Camden—American Legion Min-

a:rels.
April 9—Young People’s Day of the W.
C. T I
April 12-Stale of Maine Reunion in Sym
phony hall, Boston
April 13—Chapin Class dance at Temple
hall
April 13-14 Rededication of First Baptist
Chur-Ii
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 21 Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League
Apiil 22 Annual gift ball of James F.
Sears Hose (o, in the Arcade
April 21 (Baseball) Rockland High vs
Crosby High, in Belfast.
April 28 to May 3—Maine Methodist Con
ference at Pratt Memorial M. E. church.
Bishop Anderson presiding.
April 29—Methodist Conference, lecture by
Bi'hon Anderson.
April H—<Jov Ralph 0 Brewster addresses
Maine Methodist Conference.
May 1 s National Boys Week.
June !' -11 —United Baptist Convention of'
Maine meets in Rockland.
June 21- Primary election.
July 19- Hundredth anniversary celebralion of Aurora Lodge. F. A A. M.

*

DAN MUNRO

Has opened his

Restaurant and

will be glad to sec his old cus

tomers and new ones.
H0M£ COOKING A SPECIALTY

8 Park Street
42

nt

MARK TWAIN CLASSIC

ugjBja’gfafara.^ErererafarajgrajafzraJHJsrajazraiajajafBJBfgfgjBfafaraj?;

Mark Twain never wrote anything
funnier than “A Connecticut Yan
kee,” which opens at Strand Theatre
Friday and •Saturday, or anything
more representative of the spirit
of America. It is the challenge of
the NeW|\Vorld to the old. The prin
cipal character, Martin Cavendish, is
a typical Yankee with a long line of.
New England ancestors. He has
heard a good deal about the glories
of the “good old times.” and when
he is suddenly transplanted to King
Arthur’s Court he has an opportunity
to And out the truth for himself, lie
discovers not only that the plumbing
of King Arthur’s castle is bad and
that it is awkward to live without
telephones, railroads, automobiles and
other useful things, but also that he
is more than a match for the Knights
of the Round Table in personal,cour
age and fighting ability. There are
as many laughs in the film play as in
the book. The most has been made
of every situation. The sumptuous
settings presented by tlie director.
Emmett J. Flynn, are marvels of
beauty.

Thomaston, Monhegan &
Boothbay Line Bought By
Capt. Earl Starrett.
Earl A. Starrett of Thomaston, at
present in the employ of the Rock
land & Rockport Lime Corporation
as a barge captain, has bought from
Capt. I. E. Archibald the Thomaston,
Monhegan
&
Boothbay
Harbor
steamboat route, and will take pos
session June 1st.
The purchase of course includes
the s:earner Gov. Douglass which
was operated by Capt. Archibald, and
Capt. Starrett will take over the mail
contracts along with the good will.
Daily trips will be made, and the
schedule will include stops at Port
Clyde. The steamer is now being
overhauled
preparatory to what
looks, like a busy and prosperous
season. Along the route there will he
much satisfaction that tlie business
lias fallen into such excellent hands.
Capt Archibald, who lias had a
pretty vigorous life, plans to spend
the remainder of his . days ashore,
looking after his varied interests.

The Veteran Firemen’s Associa
tion has an Important meeting to
morrow night when, it is understood,
a movement may lie made to change
tlie name of the liandtub Albert 1!.
Ixieal baseball representatives will
Havener back to Ceil. Berry.
visit Belfast as soon as the traveling1
conditions are better.
Capt. John Ed. Achom died yes-,
The beautiful cnlla lilies which terday at Sailors’ Snug Harbor. The
CLARK ISLAND
graced the pulpit front at the First remains will arrive at the Burpee
Everett Baum who lias been very
undertaking
rooms
tonight
ami
Baptist church Easter Sunday were
ill is convalescing.
sent down 1 from Portland as a me funeral services will be held Satur
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Williams spent
day.
morial by Mrs. William Williams.
Easter in Massachusetts with their
son.
’
—
Claremont Conimandery lias voted
Daniel Munro, who has been at
'Owing to tlie illness of tlie teacher,
Lake Worth, Fla., since Jan. 4, has to entertain St. Omar Conimandery Miss Margaret Brown of Machias,
arrived home and reopened his of Waterville and He Valois Com- the school will not lie opened for a
restaurant on Park street. Me re mandery on St. John's Day unless tlie few weeks.
ports that tlie peak ol’ prices has Waterville Conimandery has already
Miss Winifred Williams of Rock
been reached in Florida and that made other plana.
land spent tlie weekend with her fa
there is .y great lessening of realty
Frank Newhall, an esteemed em ther at the I’ostoffiee.
activities. Heal estate men have or
Mrs. Grace Cromwell is in Rock
ploye
of the Central Maine Power
ganized to stabalize conditions.
land this week.
Co., suffered a nervous collapse at
Bad roads did not keep Certain of
the Car Barn yesterday morning.
Tomorrow night will see the play Hr. Jameson was called, and the pa tlie .more adventurous autoists and
off of the existing tie in the High tient was placed under proper care pedestrians home from Rockland
School basketball ( lass tourney. ,The while the ease is under observation. Saturday night. The bright lights
Seniors and Sophomores will settle Mr. Newhall had the misfortune to surely have their charm.
Mr. Ward, paving inspector, is
the question of boys' supremacy and be niotorman on the Street Railway
that plucky sophomore girls’ team When a fatal accident occurred, some again in town and is hoarding witli
that fought all the rest of the school years ago. and never fully recovered Michael Hocking.
Harry Wright is delivering wood
to a tie before Easter will defend its from the shock of it.
tills week.
laurels. It will conclude the basket^
More mer* are hired at tlie granite
ball season. Tonight there will be a
Hr. Freeman F. Brown of Vinaldeal of fun at the gym at 5.30 when haven, physician and surgeon, is plant daily.
'Locomotive No. * was laid up for
the Business Men will tackle the making ready to establish Tiimself
repairs two days last week and tlie
High .School at volley hall.
in practice here, and lias already old crane pressed inlo service at
moved a portion of his household loading tlie barge.
'I’lie announcement that James J. goods and office equipment to the
O’Hara will again preside at Strand new Talbot apartments on School
WALDOBORO
Theatre organ, commencing his du street, which he is to occupy both as
-Mrs. Abbie E Palmer died after a
Hr.
ties next Monday, is hailed with an abiding place and office.
satisfaction. Not only a musician of Brown is a graduate of Rowdoin few hours’ illness early Tuesday
high order, Mr. O’Hara is the ideal Medical College and served with morning, April 30. Mrs. Palmer was
theatre organ player, through his distinction in thp surgical corps born in Xobleboro, Nov. 1, 1842, tlie
daughter of Capt. Daniel and .Mrs.
natural artistic and temperamental Overseas.
Abagail Hall. She became the wife
equipment. His recent study at the
of John E. Palmer 58 years ago and
“THE FIRST YEAR"
New England Conservatory, together
had made her home in Waldoboro
with valuable theatre experience at
The marked success scored by the for many years. Mrs. Palmer was a
the Loew’s State in Boston, makes
him better prepared than ever to Knickerbocker Players in their pre quiet home-loving woman and a con
present varied anil descriptive pro sentation of “The First Year” at sistent member of the Baptist church
Strand Theatre Monday night was with which she united 69 years ago.
grams.
repeated with smashing emphasis at She was also a charter member of
Basketball tomorrow night at the tlie Tuesday night performance. Tlie Good Luck Rebekah Lodge and this
High School. Sophomore Boys vs. audience came in a most receptive organization attended the funeral
Senior Boys for the cup. Sopho frame of mind and gave tlie players services Friday afternoon in a body.
more Girls vs. all the rest of {he 1 noisy and highly appreciative A large number of relatives and
school for the championship. This attention. Clarence E. Daniels as friends gathered to pay.their last re
is the playoff <»f the red-hot class Mr. Barstow again scored a distinct spects to one who will be« greatly
series. Admission 25 cents to non- personal hit and before the end of missed. The services were conduct
students.
Dance after the game. the second act set his audience into ed by the pastors of the Baptist and
gales of laughter by simply prepara Methodist cJiurches. Interment was
CTynn up.—adv.
tory motions, to ' speech.
Joseph in the Rural cemetel\\T
Emery was applauded to tlie echo
Earle Smith has been at home this
Tolerance to whom tol
and given something rarely bestowed week on furlough.
by local audiences — a curtain call.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley of Rock
erance is due; and intol
All tlie players were In fine fe:tle land have been guests at S. A. Jones’.
erance to whom intoler
and the machinery moved without
Carl Longren, who has been spend
a hitch. Mrs. Florence W. Thurston ing the Easter vacation recess with
ance is due.
directed and to her high talent is his mother, Mrs. Mary A. Longren,
due a large measure of tlie success returned to Bbwdoin College Mon
Ku Klux Kian
of the play. Albert T. Thurston did day.
a (lawless Idt of managerial work
William Grant was in Portland
all through practice and presentation last week.
and those initiateii In such tilings
G. E. Wentworth has returned from
appreciate tlie endless labor involved. New Hampshire.
The cheerful announcement is
The men and women members of
made that tlie net proceed- of tlie the Macon bee Lodge a joint meeting
play will approximate 43.10.
Thursday evening at tlie G. A. R.
hall. The women, who joined the
Basketball tomorrow night at the order on a charter list not quite com
High School. Sophomore Boys vs. pleted, were invited bv the men to
Senior Boys for the cup. Sopho witness the degree work. The team,
Bring Yout Wife
more Girls vs. anl the rest of the ilthough inexperienced, did splendid
school for the championship. Tills work. District Manager E. A. Rock
To LEGION HALL
is tlie playoff of the red-hot class accompanied by his assistant left for
series. Admission 25 cents to non Portland and other points Friday
students.
Dance after tlie game. morning expecting to return April
10 to comlete the charter list for tlie
C’mnn up.—adv.
women and increase tlie membership
The Auxiliary will hold
Another Rebekah dance Tuesday, in the men’s order.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Welt and
April 13 Good music, good crowd,
Open House
Mrs. John Leland of Somerville.
good time.
42-4 1
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Palmer
Marsh’s Orchestra
Supper Saturday night at Ameri of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. .11. K. Pai
nter. Mrs. Sarah Palmer, Mr. and
Will Play
can Legion ball. Nuft sed.—adv.
Mrs. Linwood Palmer, Mrs. Dorn
Come and Dance—Enjoy the En-*
Select dance. I. O. O F. hall. School Sidelinge and Mrs. Wendall Hall of
tertainment and Eats
street, Friday night. Good music, Xobleboro were in town to attend
the funeral services of Mrs. Abbie
clean, jolly crowd.
T-Thtr
*
______________
Edwin
Post
is employed
Wooster’s Market.
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NEW ENGLAND'etOTUJNG HOUS

NEW SPRING SUITS FOR MEN
AND YOUNG MEN
The advent of spring finds us ready with complete
stocks of the season’s finest clothing. Tailoring
of the highest grade and fabrics of dependable
quality. Styles and colors give a wide range of
choice.

Complete Stock of

PEAVY BROS.
HIGH GRADE

HAND TAILORED
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Peavy Bros. Clothing is well known for its excep
tional tailoring and meets the requirements of men
who dmand the utmost in quality.

$28.00 10 M0.00

Rollins Rockland, April 7, to Mr and Mrs.
Milton Rollins, a son Harlan Kenneth.
(’lark West Somerville, Mass.. April 6. to
Mr. and Mrs Waller F. (’lark, formerly of
Camden, a son,
Erickson--Cusli’inR, April 1. to Mr. and
-Mrs. Frank Erickson, a son
Nevells .Sunset, Peer Isle, April
. P
Mr. and 'Mrs Albert Xevells a daughter
Pauline Agues.

i hese new suits are first grade—all wool fabrics—
in the newest shades.
I hey are made with a
vest and two pairs of pants and have style, work
manship and durability.
Sole Agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS AND
HATHAWAY SHIRTS

Burpee & Lamb
arerajHmzjpjs

Andrew Larsen of 77 Cedar street
The regular meeting of the W. C.
has had the telephone installed— T. F. will be held Friday evening at
948-M.
7.30 at the First- Baptist church
parlors. It is to be an evening with
Obituary mention of the late Wil tlie young people.
lard E. Overlock is deferred to Sat
urday issue.
Motion pictures of Miss Lenore
Benner and her mother, Mrs. Lelia
Rockland Chapter, Sons of the Benner, taken on the roof of the Astor
American Revolution, has received Hotel, while they were on {heir New
a dofflttion of bronze grave markers York trip as Bark Theatre’s guests,
for the 1812 soldiers and sailors of are a feature of the News reel at the
The feature picture,
Rockland who lie in unmarked Park today.
graves. These forgot t A heroes will “Dancing Mothers” is a notable at
now receive the attention they de traction. with Alice Joyce and (Jon way
serve on Memorial Day. Tlie gen Tearle as co-stars. The comedy
erous donor of these markers is “Sea Scamps” and Fables round out
Harry W. Davis of Boston, one of a program built for enjoyment with
a capital E.
Rockland’s former residents. whos»
annual gift of flags for the Revoutionary graves is borne in mind
Daniel Munro has upened his res
most gratefully by the pot riot id so taurant at 8 Park street after being
cieties of the citv.
closed all winter.—adv.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our i4ianks Io our
frietids and neighbors who were so kind
during our recent herearenterH; also those
who sent flowers.
Mrs Frank Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. Pierce
Crockett, Parke* and Leon Crockett.
North Haven, Me.

TELEPHONES—353—354
_...........................

>

SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
NATIVE PORK
LAMB
Lamb Legs.......... 35c
Lamb Fores.......... 25c
Lamb Chops .... 40c

Fresh Shoulders .. 23c
Pork Steak .r.... 40c
Pork Chop .30, .35, .40

BEEF ROASTS
Cut from Full Com Fed Cattle

RIB ROASTS..................................... 25c, 30c, 35c
CHUCK ROASTS........................ .... 14c, 16c, 18c
ALL KINDS

OF GARDEN

Receivers Will Apply For Authority
To Sell the Animals.

The next step in the proceedings in
Connection with the managing of tlie
silver black fox industry of Frank
IL Gordon. Inc., and the disposition
of the property and assets for the
benefit of the owners of contracts will
be taken April 5, when notice served
on fox owners is returnable in the
Supreme Court in Bangor.
The temporary receivers and cus
todians. Hon. P. II. Gillin and bounty
Aittornev Artemns Weatherbee. who
will be appointed permanent receiv
ers, will apply to the Court for au
thority to sell the foxes at private
sale or public auction.
The animals at the ranch at Un
coil! are being cared for as usual
only the undesirable ones having
been pelted Thus far.

SEEDS

DANDELION GREENS, SPINACH, ASPARAGUS,
ARTICHOKES, CELERY, RIPE TOMATOES
MUSHROOMS, PEPPERS, BUNCH BEETS,
BUNCH CARROTS, STRAWBERRIES
AND RHUBARB

Knowlton’s
Our Chief Asset Is a Satisfied Customer

Seed Sown Here

Falls

In

Soil,

Insuring

Fertile
a

Bountiful Harvest

Who"

That Certain Party”
' I he Prisoner’s Song"
‘After the Ball”
lhe Runaway Train”
Sea Legs”

‘Mon Homme”

Smile a Little Bit"

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 Main St.

Rockland.

Tel. 7I3

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami*
lice of Knox County.
Tel. day, 450; night 781-W.
Lady Attendant
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

SPINACH
FULL
PECK

29c
SPRING LAMB

LEGS for roasting, lb..................... 25c
FORES for roasting or stew, lb. ... 20c
RIBS for frying or boiling, lb.......... 15c
CHOPS for broiling or frying, lb. ... 35c

You know this store is always the Leader in
Butter. We buy in large quantities and follow
the market very closely. Our customers get the
benefit. Below is our offering for this week.

Full of

Procter & Gamble Soaps
/

cakes P and G White Naphtha
cakes Guest Ivory
cakes Ivory Soap (medium size)
pkg. Ivory Soap Flakes
pkg;. Chipso (large size)

all

CLOVERBLOOM, 1-4 lb. blocks, lb. 46c
CLOVERBLOOM, 2 lb. rolls.......... 88c
BROOKFIELD, 1-4 lb. blocks, lb. .. 46c
FERNDALE, 1-4 lb. blocks, lb........ 46c
FERNDALE, 2 lb. rolls................... 87c
Holland Country Rolls, 2 lb. roll .. $1.10
COUNTRY BUTTER, lb................... 48c
CUT FROM TUB, lb......................... 45c
CRESTA, 1-4 lb. blocks, lb............... 44c
Surely you should be able to make a
Selection from These Kinds Priced So Reasonable

for
only

YOUNG NATIVE

FOWL, 38c

$1.23

I Large White Enamel Dish Pan

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BUTTER

A White Enamel Dish Pan

and

430 MAIN STREET,

Try Some Lamb While It Is Cheap—The Quality
Never Was Better

$1.23

4
2
2
I
I

PERRY’S MARKET
FRESH ARRIVAL
HAM ENDS, lb. .. 15c

for only

E. Palmer?

Market QUALITY

I Never Knew”

DIED
Cushing Thomaston April 7, Cora C
(Hunker) widow of Charles II. Cushing, aged
71 years Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock.
Crocked--North Haven, April 2. Frank
Crockett
Hall—Petaluma. Calif.. April 2. Albert Hall,
formerly of South Thomaston, aged 81 years.
Vinal Baltimore, Mil., April 1, Llewellyn
W Vinal. of Vlnalhaven, aged 50 years.
Ladd --Seartuiiont, Maxell 28. Henry Ladd,
aged 86 years.
Sliaw Cambridge Mass, March 31, Wil
liam I). Shaw, formerly of Rockland, aged
54 years.
iPalmer Waldoboro, March
30,
Alible
(Hall) , wife of John K. Palmer, aged 84
years

$2.06 Va,ue

service

‘A Cup of Coffee"

•

BORN

BOYS’ SPRING SUITS

Monday, April 12

GORDON FOX FARM

Just Around the Corner”

I

William D. Shaw died Thursday
morning at his home in Cambridge,
Mass., after a brief illness. Funeral
services will lie held at the home
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Mr.
Shaw was horn in this city 54 years
ago and for the past 23 years had
been employed by Harvard College
as an electrician. He was a member
of Mt. Sinai Lodge and North Cam.
bridge Encampment, 1. O. O. F.. and
the A. O. V. W. lie is survived by
his widow, two daughters. Mrs. Ber
tha Chick, of New Hampshire, and
Mrs. Fannie Shaw of Roxbury; and
one son, Ralph 'G. Shaw of Cam
bridge.

A Real Bargain!

Knowlton’s

Brunswick Records

WILLIAM D. SHAW

WELCOME
LEGIONNAIRE

The Auction Club was entertained
by Mrs. M. F. Wade Friday evening
Those present were Mrs. 1). B. Mayo
Mrs. W. A. While, Mrs. II. 11. Smith
Mrs. S. II. Weston. Mrs. W. II
Crowell. Miss Ellen Smith. Miss
Sarah Hammond and Mrs. Wade.

Hits ofMay

Any size for roasting
HOME MADE

While They Last
Here is a splendid soap assortment, carefully selected so as to supply every cleansing need about
the house—brands famous for their quality the country over This assortment of soaps, with a useful
and attractive White Enamel Di£h Pan included, offers unusually big value at a remarkably low
price.
*
*
t

SAUSAGE MEAT
Lb. 30c
With old-fashioned flavor
ANY SIZE ,

BONELESS

RIB BEEF
Lb. 25c
For Pot or Oven Roast

HAM ENDS, lb. 15c
Try one with Spinach

See or telephone your grocer before they are all gone !

On Sale Today, April 8, and for one week only, at these stores:
ROCKLAND, MAINE
A. D. BIRD,
4 Cedar Street
CARR'S CASH & CARRY MARKET, 470 Main
O. S. DUNCAN,
Main Street
FERNALD’S MARKET,
580 Main Street
H. H. FLINT.
117 Park Street
FLINT’S MARKET,
262 Main Street
GILLEY & DUNCAN,
690 Main Street
HALL & MELVIN,
Park Street
GEORGE H. HART,
253 Maverick Street
FRANK O. HASKELL.
41 Ocean Street
J. A. JAMESON CO.,
743 Main Street
KNIGHT BROS.,
248 Main Street
KNOWLTON’S MARKET.
Main Street
E. C. PATTERSON.
68 Crescent Street
THE PAYSON CO..
507 Main Street
PERRY BROS.,
Main Street
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP., Main

E. B. SPEAR,
FRED P. STUDLEY.
WEBBER MARKET,

586 Main Street
124 North Main Street
139 Soutti Main Street

ROCKPORT, MAINE
ENOS E. INGRAHAM CO.,
ROCKPORT ICE CO.,
C. L. SPEAR,

CAMDEN, MAINE
C. E. BISHOP.
CAMDEN FAFiMERS’ UNION,
CARLETON PASCAL & CO.,
J. S. FELTON,
B. J. KNIGHT,
RICHARDS’ MARKET,
F. T. SIMPSON,

Rockport
Rockport
Rockport

fcamden
Camden
Camden
Camden
Camden
Camden
Camden

Tomatoes, lb. ... 40c
Cukes, fancy .... 24c
Strawberries .... 40c
Cauliflower......... 25c

Sweet Potato 2 lb
Lettuce, head ....
Sweet Peppers, lb.
Celery................. ..

25c
20c
35c
30c

SHELLED WALNUTS, lb............... 60c
These are Whole Halves of New Crop Nuts—the
Low’est Price for Years

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE AND ENJOY THE DIFFERENCE

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET

Every-Other-Pay

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 8, 1926.
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L IE D. A. R. MEETINGS . 1

Il,ln'c in 11l”e,,,f

Children Cry FOR

nitcil States. He closed by saying ;
, that Prohibition means upholding
Lady knox Chapter Gets Ke-(the dignity and integrity of the
Fnited States Constitution,— that
port of State Meeting— the reverse means disruption of the
pcuple of the I'nitcil States. Applause
Mrs. Buffum’s Paper.
VINALHAVEN
hearty and prolonged followed.
Union Church announcements ar6
“Miss Anna Wltherle of Castine,
The April meeting of Lady Knox
as follows: Choir rehearsal tonight
After a bout with the flu, when fighting trim.
Chapter. I'auglilers of the American president of the .Maine Federation
(Thursday)
at
7.30
at
the
parsonage:
Jour knees are wobbly anil your
If flu has left you just "halfRevolution, was held Monday after of Women's Clubs, brought greetings
Sunday will be “Baby Sunday” and
feet like lead, when'your back is alive,” don't delay in taking Tanlac.
of that organization.
noon at tlie B. I*. W. Club rooms.
weak and your head swimming, So long as your system is weak
service for the dedication of children
"Mrs.. A. O. Thomas read the
M
Hester
M.
Chase,
Mrs.
Delia
K.
tone up your system with Tanlac. and run-down it cannot resist fa
will be held at the close of the
address of the State Superintendent
Cross
and
Miss
Ellen
J.
Coeliran
Note how you pick right up fromj tigue: it cannot throw off the at
morning worship. Parents planning
of Schools, with whom I earlier had
were tlie hostesses.
the first few doses.
tack of any germ or illness you may
to dedicate children should make ar
a ehat, hut who was unable to attend.
The
vice-regent,
.Mrs.
Ethel
L.
Thousands of men and women be exposed to. Tone up your whole
rangements with the pastor. Morn
It closed with: 'Your organization is
Hayden,
presided,
conducted
the
are happy and vigorous today be body: enjoy the vigor of natural
ing worship 11.30 a. m„ subject.
destined to have a prominent place
opening
exercises,
and
led
in
repeat

cause Tanlac carried them over health and let Tanlac rid your sys
‘Who Does the Baby Resemble?”
in keeping the standards and the
ing the Lord's prayer and giving tlie
similar periods of weakness and tem of all after-flu impurities. Then
Christian Endeavor service at 5.45
spirit of our Constitution intact, and
salute
to
tlie
Flag.
Mrs.
Hester
AI.
depression. Its action is perfectly you’ll feel fit, and be fit; natural
p. m.. topic, "How Can We Show
in force, and in preserving anil trans
Chase. Mrs. Marv B. Cooper and
natural because its ingredients are vitality and resistance will be yours
Our Christian Love?,’’ leader. Miss
mitting to firture generations the
MOTHERFletcher’s
Mrs.
Ella
N.
Biiffum
were
appointed
all natural. Roots, barks and herbs again.
Helen Arey. Evening service is at 7.
liberties and privileges so dearly
to
art
upon
tlie
nominating
commit

long known for their medicinal
Step into your druggist’s today
subject. "The Fate of tlie Faithless.”
bought by our fathers.'
Ctstoria is especially pre
tee and report at tlie May meeting.
values, combine their tonic proper and get this amazing ionic. The
Dlr. and Mrs. James Gregory and
"Judge Albert ,M. Spear’s address
pared to relieve Infants in
The report of tlie regent, Mrs.
ties and give to Tanlac its amaz first bottle will convince you of its
son Carroll, who have spent the win- ]
was masterly and filled with compli
Mary I’erry Rich, who represented
ing power to revitalize the blood merits. Anil as an added precau
ter months in town, have returned to j
arms and Cliildren all ages
ments to women.
He expressed
Lady Knox Chapter at the 2Sth
and invigorate the digestive organs. tion. keep your bowels open with
their home at Arey’s iflarbor.
miazenient at tlie humbers, interest,
of Constipation, l’latulency,
_ _
annual
conference
of
tlie
State
It snaps the whole system into Tanlac Vegetable Pills.
Mrs. Theodore Brown is the guest
and achievements of tlie Daughters
Wind Colic and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising there
of Maine Society of the Daugiiters of tlie American Revolution in con
of her daughter Mrs. Willie Turner
of tlie American Revolution held
from, and, by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the
at Swan’s Island.
trast to tlie Sons of tlie American
March 17-J8, in Augusta, by invita
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Geary and
Revolution, of which he is State
assimilation
of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
tion
of
Koussinoc
Chanter,
was
read
children Richard and Marilyn were
president. But Mrs. F. E. Lowell of
hv the secretary in tlie absence of
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Tlie constant curling and waving
Portland. State vice-regent, compli
Rich said in part:
Harvey Tolman.
demanded by present styles in bobbed the regent. Mrs.
mented his organization in her
To avoid itpitations, always look for the signature of
• * • •
Lafayette Carver Corps held Its hair, slowly burns tlie color, lustre
address which followed by saying
Absolutely Harmless - No Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it
"My
own
personal
part
in
the
pro

regular meeting Tuesday evening at and very life from the hair, leaving
R paid the bills for much work tlie
gram was slight. 1 presented your
it
dry,
faded,
brittle,
and
full
of
dan

the
G.
A.
R.
rooms.
This
was
pre

■Daughters
do.
including
markers
for
SA
ceded by a 6 o’clock supper, the druff; then the hair roots shrink and chapter report which was compli graves of Revolutionary soldiers.
mented by Mrs. Viies. and she
housekeepers Ellen lArey, Rebecca the hair falls out fast.
Judge Spear said he believed that
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Since girls just must curl and wave mentioned her nice visit with us 100 women and 100 men could be
Arey
and
Annie
Benner.
s
Steamboat Co.
Ben Morong. who has been the tlie hair to apjiear their prettiest, try Nov. 2 last anil commended our selected at random in any Maine
guest of his aunt. Mrs. E. C. McIn "Danderine'' to offset any bad effects. interest in Naturalization, commend town and tlie 100 women would rank
ing Mr. Griffin’s talk and work for
13
22
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
tosh. returned Monday to Rockport. After the first application your liaie
20
our chapter, suggesting herself a higher 23 per cent in desirable points, Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get
Steamer leaves »wnn s isiana u; o.3() A M.,
F. E. Littlefield left Tuesday for will take on new life and that
such as culture, morals, devotion to
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7 30, Vinal
healthy, youthful lustre, become in vote of thinks to him. a copy of
at the Cause and Remove It
Wollaston, Mass.
public good, clean lives, etc., and
haven 8 13, due to arrive at Rockland about
14
28
IS"
lb
27
Joseph Nichols and family have comparably soft, wavy and appear which was later Inscribed on tlie that tlie many brave acts of Revolu
9 43.
secretary’s minutes and sent to hint.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P M ,
moved into Dr. Brown’s house on twice as thick and abundant. Fall
tionary women in support of the men
Vinalhaven 3.00, North Haven at 4.00, Ston
ing
hair
stops
and dandruff disap Mrs. Fisher later requested me to
stitute
for
calomel,
act
gently
on
the
.High
street.
have
been
given
too
little
thought
20
ington at 3.00. due to arrive at Swan’l
19
22
122
present tlie motion, following her
Mrs. T. J. Lyons and daughter pears.
though they were big factors in bowels and positively do the work.
Island about 6 00 P. M.
A 35-cent bottle of refreshing reading of the Mrs. Hazlett’s report,
People afflicted with bail breath find
Jennie left Tuesday for their home
American victory.
He expressed
B. H. STINSON,
“Danderine" from any drug store or which I did, moving that this State
quick
relief
through
Dr.
Edwards
’
Olive
General Agent.
24
in Augusta.
Z3
25 26
toilet counter will do wonders for any Conference continue its support of supreme confidence that our country Tablets. The pleasant, sugar-coated
Joseph Headley arrived Monday girl's hair. It goes right to the roots,
will in future withstand all shocks
Mrs. Hazlett in her work for the
tablets
are
taken
for. bad breath by all
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
from Boston.
invigorates, nourishes and strength advancement of tlie Knox Memorial against it. mainly through the sup who know them.
Eastern Standard Time
2,7
23
Friday night is the date of the ens ^them. helping the hair to grow
Trains Lcavs Rockland foh
Association. Tlie motion was carried. port of women."
Dr. Ed wards’ Olive Tablet? act gen
Scandinavian Athletic Chib exhibi thick, healthy and luxuriant.
Augusta, Aj7.00 a. tn., 17.30 a. m., tl.10 p. m.,
1 added mention of tlie warm interest
tly but firmly on the bowels and liver,
tion and concert.
11.35 p in.
"John Hnncbck, PatrloR first Gov stimulating them to r.atural action,
32 33
29
taken always by Lady Knox Chapter
Bangor. AJT.O') a. ta., f7.30 a. ra., 11.10 p. tn..
Gen. E. K. Gould of the Grand
to aid tills in preference to sending ernor of Maine,” was tlie subject of clearing the blood and gently purifying 14.35 p. in.
HAVEN
NORTH
Commandery of Maine will inspect
an excellent article given by Mrs. the entire system. They do that which Biiton. A’RHIa. in.. |7.30 a. n . tl.Rlp. m.
Easter services were held Sunday. funds outside Maine: called atten Ella X. Buffum, who narrated many
Brunswick, A §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in., fl-tap- ***•,
34
37
35 36
De Valois Commandery tomorrow
dangerous calomel does without any of
tion to Mrs. Creighton’s recent fine
tl.35 p. m.
M.
G.
Perry
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
night.
of
the
interesting
events
connected
Leiviston, AJ7.G0a. m., f7.30a. m., fl.10 p. tn.,
speech before tlie Sons of the Ameri
tlie bad after effects.
.
Lobster and trawl fishermen are children returned from Jacksonville, can Revolution in Portland on tills, with his life. "John Hancock was
tl.35 p. m.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
40
41
They motored
39
NswYorMl lOp.ni.
38
getting their gear into readiness for Florida. Saturday.
n nd suggested her addressing the born in 1737, died in 1793: lie was griping cathartics are derived from Portland. A§7.00 a. ui., |7.30 a. tn., tl.lt) p. m.,
through
as
far
as
Bath
but
had
to
ea’lv use.
Conference then. She had. however, president of Continental Congress, Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets without tl.35 p. m.
Walter Mills has returned from leave their auto there and travel by already left"tlie hall. I suggest now signed the Declaration of Independ niping, pain or any disagreeable effects. Watcrvill". AjT.OOa. m., t7.30 a. m., tl.lOp. in..
45
44
4.3
41
Worcester. Mass., where he spent the train to Rockland.
ence, and was first Governor of the " Dr. F\ M. Edwards discovered the
Frank Crockett died Friday and to you that next year a definite State of Massachusetts. He gradu formula after seventeen years of prac Wnalwiih. AiT.OOu. ill . 17.311 a. m., 11.13 1> ■" ,
winter, guest of his brother, Dr. Er11.35 p. i i.
appeal
for
funds
be
made
by
our
funeral services were held Sunday
t Daily .except Sundays. § Sundays only
rold Mills.
44
43
ated from Harvard College in 1754: tice among patients afflicted with bowel A
united chapters.
Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to
Easter was fittingly observed at from the church.
and
liver
complaint,
with
the
attendant
was adopted by an uncle, Thomas
Woolwich.
•
*
•
«
*
IL B. Cooper. W. Sampson and
the Saint’s church with service and
Hancock, a successful merchant in bad breath.
.
,
“Tlie welcoming address by Mayor
50
49
sacrament nt 10.45. Sabbath school E. S. Piper have each installed a
Olive
Tablets
are
purely
a
vegetable
those days.
At his uncle’s death
DR. F. H. STAHL
at noon and preaching service at 7 Freshman radio with loud speaker. McLean who had recently spoken lie inherited $,80,000. In 1766 John comDour.d mixed with olive oil; you
3-year Palmer Graduate
A. C. Dyer has 213 chickens.
here before the Educational Club,
will
know
them
by
their
olive
color.
p.
m.
wiih
Rev.
Mr.
Candage
in
the
UO, 1926. Western Newspaper Union.)
Hancock was repeatedly elected to
CHIROPRACTOR
.<]. D. Beverage has built a brooder- was most interesting, as was also
Take
one
or
two
every
night
Jor
a
week
pulpit. The church was beautifully
the Massachusetts General Court,
400 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
tlie response of tlie vice-regent, Mrs
Horizontal.
Vertical.
decorated with lilies and plants and house for his chickens.
where he steadily resisted tlie en and note the effect. 15c and 30c.
5 1—Ember
Office hours: 10-12 a. m , 2-5 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Firth of Rockland Frederick E. Lowell.
1— Small particle
the special music included numbers
croachment
of
the
British
Ministry.
4—Famous coin state
Mon Wed Fri. evenings 7-8
2— Ancient French coin
’ .Mrs. Blaine 8. Vilen was in all
by the quartet. Mr. and Mrs. Her- have returned home after visiting her
After the Boston Massacre, the com
Residence Calls by Appointment
7— Grecian portico
3— Small ax
PETITION OF ERECTION OF WHARF
She
} man Young. Mrs. Austin Brown and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, and respects a superior official.
Office phone 886
mittee which was appointed liy the To the Municipal Officers of Vln-allu.ren :
8— Slams, as a ball
4— Part of “to be”
reported new chapters at Rumford
Mrs. Mildred Colburn. Floyd E. other relatives and friends.
10—Keconnolters
B—Bird of night
1 hereby refthcetfuFly petiltion for a permit
people of Boston, demanded of Gov.
Raymond
Lobley
and
Goldie
Firth
and
Oakland,
her
own
appointment
Young also sang a solo.
12—Liquid measure In metric system
to erect and maintain a wharf in the tide
6— To moan
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
have joined the WEBl Big Brothers’ to flic national committee of Philip Hutchinson the removal of the waters of OarFw’s Harbor at the following lo
14— Heavy plank
6A—Clothed
* * # •
British troops, and on the fourth cation :
15— Vehicle for hire
Club of Boston.
pine Scholarship and as vice presi
7— Mark left by a wound
Osteopathic Physician
Beginning a£ the wes-ternnsist corner of my
Llewellyn W. Vinal
17—Simplest geometric figure
9—Title of address (Spanish)
H. C. Parsons caught 1100 pounds dent of the Caroline Scott Memorial. mniversary of the massacre Hancock
land on eastern shore of Carver’s Harbor,
19— Organ of hearing
Graduate of American School of
10— Place where two pieces are put
Llewellyn W. Vinal. son of Mr. and of fish on four tubs of trawl Friday. She said 'Our outstanding work for delivered tlie commemorative oration, where it adjoins land of L. A Coombs, ex
20— Balked
22—Stick
together
Osteopathy
Mrs. C. B. Vinal. died al the United
C. S. Brown lias bought an Overland tlie year is tlie building of Continen and by his boldness anil eloquence tending in a generally northerly direction
jJJ—Printing measure
11— To embark
By Appointment Only
States Marine Hospital, Baltimore. automobile of H. C. Parsons, who also tal llall in Washington—the largest attracted attention to himself as one seventeen feet, thence easterly forty-two feet,
| 24—Part of a shoe
13—Communists (coll.)
southerly fourteen feet, thence westerly
Telephone 323
Md..\April 1. The body arrived here bought a Ford touring car of L. W. work ever undertaken by any of the leaders of tlie 1’atriot or Whig thence
• 25—States
14— Insect
thirty-eight feet to the point first begun at, 38 Summer Street,
Rockland
27—Money making establishment
Sunday and was taken to the home Whitmore, he in turn buying a Ford woman's
16—Part of “to be”
organization
in
tills party.
same being wharf already erected and spiled
"In 1774 he<was appointed by tlie at this locaiiiin.
28—Happy
29—A mount I 20—Dispatches
of his parents, where funeral services Fordor sedafi of Rockland parties.
co On try.’
DR.
E.
L.
SCARLOTT
General Court, of which lie was a
21— To loiter
(Signed)
JOHN BAGGH.
Elmma Parsons is home from Gor
31—Apparatus for lime making
were held Monday afternoon. Rev.
"Mrs. Lowell reported, in addition
(Succ.lior to Dr. T. L. McBelth)
Upon the foregoing petition it is hereby
24—To hasten
member,
one
of
the
representatives
132—Thus
Albert G. Henderson, pastor of Union ham for a week’s vacation.
t >5 tlie $1300 box donated by Mrs,
ordered tluM public notice he given as re
i 26—Moving vehicle
34—Period of time
Osteopathic Physician
Lloyd Whitmore is working for Spaulding Bisbee of Portland she of Massachusetts in the First Conti quired by law not less than three days before
'eftdreh. officiated. The many beauti
27—Scant
-Well-lighted by the sun
nental
Congress:
was
chairman,
and
the 10th day of April, 1926. upon which day
By Appointment Only Tel. 136-W
ful floral offerings testified to the C. F. Brown on the Lamont estate. iia'd already secured 34 chairs—
I 28—Chinese plant
*37—oend the body
later president of the first Provincial at three o’clock in the afternoon, a hearing 35 Limerock Street,
! 29—To stitch
30—A pitfall love and esteem in which the A lot of work is planned fop this yidine is held for 73 chairs.
Rockland
38—Salary
Congress of Massachusetts. After will be given in the Selectmen's Office, upon
, 31—A knoll
32—To fly deceased was held. Interment was season.
40—Not (French)
Graduate of American School of
“At tlie opdhing of the afternoon
above petition, to the end that all persons
1766
lie
was
several
times
elected
to
|
33
—
Night
bird
41—To close tightly
E. L> Carver of Eagle is in town session
may have full opportunity to show cause why
made in John Carver cemetery, the
Osteopathy
Wednesday
tlie
reports
j 36—Skyward ‘
j
lie this petition should not be granted.
42—Saucy
cutting poles, etc., lor his fish weir. showed our State membership to lie Massachusetts General Court.
37—Vegetable from which sugar is bearers being Irving Flfleld. Charles
O V. OKEW.
44—To bother
w-as
a
man
of
great
decision
of
There are 18 to 20 inches of ice 2170—a gain in one year of 208. Next
made
( Roman. L. W. Sanborn and Frank M.
H W FI FIELD.
DR. J. H. DAMON
j 46—Loud shouts
character, polished manner, easy
48—Tidy
39—God of love
W F IAFOKO.
White. Mr. Vinal is survived by in Fresh Pond.
year we are to meet in Portland, and
• 49—Watering place
Mrs. Lewis Mills is very sick with "iA October of this year in Biddeford. address, affable and charitable, lie
41-42
Municipal Officers of Vinalhaven.
Dentist
41—Heavenly body
| hi* wife Edith (McIntosh) Vinal,
50—German (abbr.)
was married to Dorothy Quincy of
43—To open a keg
daughters Gertrude and Enna. one measles and pneumonia and Mrs. iMrs. B. (1. W. Cushman of Maine Is
302 MAIN STREET
ROCKLANO
47
—
Sun
god
I 45—To observe
Boston, a woman of much charm
SHERIFF'S SALE
son Calvin, his parents Mr. and Mrs. Francis Frye is caring for her. Mr. •onil-irsed for vice-president-general.
Solution will nppcnr in neit l«xue.
Appointments
9
to 2
anil social position at that time. It
STATE OF MAINE
e State Treasurer reputed $351.48
Calvin B. Vinal, and two sisters Mills and daughter Bertha also \aw
Also Saturday afternoons and even
is said she was not only admirable KXKX. SS
Mar.-Il 23. IMG.
the
measles.
hand. Tlie banquet at tlie Augqsta
Mrs. Edward Folsome of Minneap
ings until June 1
Taken this 23rd day of March, A D. 1926,
in the pleasing duties of mistress of
The wild geese are returning rtorth
Solution to Tuesday’s Puzzle
IF YOU USE GAS
H juse in tlie evening, followed by
olis. Minn., and Ars. Ira Smith of
execution dated March 4ih. 1926. issued 28-tf
Phono 593-R
the household, hut in times of sad on
for
the
summer*
and
the
northernon a judgment rendered by the Supreme Ju
beautiful vocal anil instrumental
New Orleans, who have the sym
ness and pain soothed her 'husband dicial 4'ourt for the County of Knox, at the
Here Arc a Few Hints To Our Wo pathy of the entire community in southerners should follow them.
/nusic anil noteworthy after-dinner
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
anil calmed, his sensitive and irritable term thereof begun and held on the second
men Readers.
Speeches, was a really charming
their bereavement.
Deceased was
temper. She had a share, too, in the Tuesday of September, A. I). 1923, to wit, on
occasion, and wholly informal. Gov.
the eighth day of September, 1923, in favor
Dentist
born in Vinalhaven 50 years ago. and
ISLE AU HAUT
terrors and dangers of the war and
In starting to use a new gas range,
George W. Starrett. Mary I’erry Rich iyid 400 MAIN ST.
raduated from High School there
ROCKLANC
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson and Btewsler in a liapp.v vein related when the Britisli made tlieir attack of
George W. Gu^hee the duly elected and le
care should be taken to heat it grad in 1893. Mr. Vinal had employment daughters Dorothy and Priscilla who several humorous stories, etien when
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
at Lexington and Concord, she was gally qualified' County Commissioners for
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
ually. as this will have the effect of in Minneapolis, where he enlisted spent the winter in Rockland, ar sure we were all in good humor, at the latter place witli Hancock and said County of Knox in the State of Maine,
for the years 1923 and 1926. against S. E.
Made a very earnest plea for the
the 13th Minnesota Volunteers, rived home last week.
Evenings bv Appointment
tempering the metal. If a new stove
fled
with
him
to
Woburn.
One
of
Heyler, Selectman of the Town of C-usliing.
lie said that tlie
Co. A. ano served in tne Philip
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Thomas, Volstead Act.
139-tf
in
said
County
and
State,
for
four
hundred
the
greatest
men
of
Ills
age.
she
is allowed to become too hot the first pines during the Spanish-AmeAcan Mr. and Mrs. Gooden Grant and Mr. Constitution of tlie 1’nited States is
thirty-two dollars and seventy-five cents,
to
his
honored
added
new
lustre
DR. B. E. FLANDERS
time it is used, it may cause some of War. He was a charter member of and Mrs. U. S’. Grant, who spent lierliaps more sacred to tlie Daugh
debt or damaoge, and will be sold at pub
name us a fair partner ofi his lic auction to the highest bidder at the
ettysburg Camp, Sons of Veterans the winter in Stonington, arrived at ters of tlie American Revolution
the parts to (rack or warp. Gradual
Dentist
Sheriff’s Offiyy, at tlie < ourt House in said
111 in to any other body of men and fortunes. A sun was horn to them, Rockland, otr 'Monday, the twenty-sixth day 407 MAIN ST.
heating and cooling has the effect serving as its first commander. The Head Harbor last week.
ROCKLAND
but
dying
in
his
youth,
no
child
was
Miss Roxene Nichols froTh Brooks women: anil that that Constitution is
of April, A. I). 1926, all the right, title and Next to tlie Rockland National Bank
of annealing the various parts so past few years his occupation has
left
to
perpetuate
the
name
of
interest
which
the
said
S.
E
Heyler
has
in
ville came Saturday and will teach today more seriously threatened than
Building
they will stand any strain there be^n with the Merchant Marine on
Hancock, or to inherit his father's the following, described property :
S. Vincent. Those from out-of- the school at the Thoroughfare.
A certain 1<4 or parcel of land situated in
Telephone 1008
after.
fortune, therefore the money was
W. S. Rich and Llewellyn Rich
town
who
attended
the
services
were
said
Cushing
together
with
tlie
buildings
Office Hours: 9 t« 12; 2 to 5
Sometimes trouble is experienced
employed for useful and benevolent thereon and in^uulcd as follows:
were in Vinalhaven Saturday to sell
with rust in the interior of the oven, Mrs. T. J. Lyons and daughter Jennie
purposes, including large gifts to
Beginning af stake a ml stones at lnnd of
their lobsters.
of
Augusta,
Fred
Littlefield
of
hut this can he prevented if the door
the heirs of Henry Killcran deceased, and Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
Harvard, his Alma Mater.
J. K. Barter was in Rockland last
land of tlie heirs of Jauics Brazlec thence
SOME HEAVY SNOWFALLS
is left open for a minute or two after Wollaston. Mass., and Leonard Vinal
"In 1776 General Washington had at
week.
DENTIST
W. N. West by said heirs land and land of
of
Rockland,
an
uncle
of
tne
deceased.
the gas is lighted, so as to allow the
orders
from
the
Continental
Congress
Julia Walter 127 rods to stake and stones at
Miss Ida Button arrived at the
DENTAL X-RAY ANO DIAGNOSIS
That of the Past Winter Is the moisture to escape.
land
of
Herbert
Brazier,
thence
northeasterly
to
destrby
Boston
if
it
became
island last week and will spend the
The League of Nations should con
by said Braiter land ltd) rods io stake and
Largest For Six Years.
Telephone 1020
It is said that if bread pans are
necessary to dislodge tlie enemy, 4nd stonus
suit Brer Dempsey on the art summer.
: theiirA North by .’and formerly of
warmed before baking, the bread will
Hancock said to tlie Commander-in- (’. Woodcock - and Zcnas Wotton 200 rods
Mrs. William Rich and daughters
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
f
avoiding
fighting.
—
Manchester
The largest annual fall of snow be lighter.
Chlef. although probably tlie great to land of the heirs of Cyrus Brazier, thence
Margaret and Rose returned to Ston
Union.
ROCKLAND. ME.
39-tf
In using a gas fired tank heater,
est property owner in the city, he Northeast by said Heirs land 20 rods to stake
bince the winter of 1919-20 is re
ington Sunday where the girls are
stones, thence north by tlte same 30
the
water
should
be
used
immedi

was anxious the thing should lie done and
ported for this year by Paul E. Mar
rods to land of Mathew Hunt:
Peace waits upon the invention of attending High School.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
ately because otherwise much heat
if it would benefit the cause.
Thence Kast.fby said Hunt’s land 60 rods
Mrs. Chares Turner and sons Nor
way to trim rights so they won’t
tin, instructor in physics and in
will escape by radiation and gas Xe: lap.—Publishers Syndicate.
"By a few such leaders’thus the to stake and stones at the fir medo (soman and Harold, returned to Stoning
Office Hours: 1 to 3 & 7 to 9 P. M.
thence southeasterly by said meadow
charge of the meteorological work will be wasted.
American Revolution was made a called)
ton Saturday where the boys are in
100 rods to sta^e and stones at land of S.
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
at University of Maine.
It sometimes happens that steak
triumpli for human liberty and Copeland:
school, SNornian
attending
High
East Southeast by said
Copeland’s land 108 rods to stake and stones
popular lights.”
There had fallen 102 inches up to will catch fire when l>eing broiled.
School.
t
Appointment. Telephone 184
at land of the heirs of Jesse Derry ; thence
• • • •
Walter Rich was in Rockland and
12 o’clock Saturday, the last day of I)on’t try to blow the fire out. Shut
Southwesterly by said heirs land 30 rods to
THOMASTON. ME.
Vinalhaven recently.
winter, or about two inches less the oven door tightly, shut off the
Two members gave the names of stake and stones; thence East Southeast by
Miss Isabel Bridges who has been
same to hind of Vinal Killcran ; thence
than in 1919-20 when the total fall I gas. find the fire will die out very
tlieir ancestors who helped win tlie tlie
by tlie said JuMeran’s land and road ami
quickly.
.••pending the Easter vacation with
was 122.8 inches.
independence of the Colonists: Mrs. land of Lawson Coithe and the heirs of
DR. F. E. FOLLETT
Scorches on clothes due to a hot
her mother here, returned to her
The greatest snow fall within the
Ann Nutt, ancestor Moses Lufkin; Harvey Killeran before mentioned to tlie first
school in South Thomaston Saturday.
records of the department was in iron can sometimes be removed by
containing about 162 acres more or
With
Miss Hazel Parker, ancestor Moses hounds
less.
The sympathy of the entire com
the winter of 1873-74 when it dampening with peroxide of hydro
your Ptocer has them.
Lufkin.
HAYMOND
E.
THURSTON.
DR.
BICKFORD
•
gen.
The
garment
should
then
lie
munity is extended Mrs. Owen Rog
amounted to 147 inches or 12%
3G-TH-49
Wierlff.
After adjournment, while every
ers and little Margaret in the recent
feet. Other heavy snow falls came pressed flat and placed in tlie sun
body was discussing the details of
Dentists
loss of their husband and father,
in 1916-17 with 129.5 inches, and in to dry.
tlie rummage sale to be held in the
Praises Lydia E. Pinkham’s Owen
PLATE WORK A SP E CIA LT Y
H.
M.
de
ROCHEMONT
An ordinary brick makes an ex
M. Rogers, whose death oc
1906-07 with 137.7 inches.
near future, tlie 'hostesses served
Vegetable Compound
curred March 20. at Maple (Test
106 rLEASANT STREET
The Great Northern Paper Co., cellent stand for a flatiron, as an
ice cream and cake.
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Sanitarium,
Parson
field,
Me.
unofficially reports about 120 inches iron will retain its heat much longer
“I have taken Lyilia E. Pinkham’s
PLUMBING,
HEATING
till.. year at Ripogenus Dam and all than when placed on the regular
With
(with PorUT)
Vegetable Compound for some time
sta nd.
LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
SEARSMONT
TEL. 244-W
wa.ter storage basins tilled.
and I would not
DR.
BICKFORD
In using a gas water beater, un
Limerock Valley Pomona will meet
,
UTtf
be without it in
The Farm Bureau with the exten
less it is automatic, there is no
the house. As I with Penobscot View Grange. Glension
service
coperating,
met
at
the
Dentists
fin tomato Sauco)
economy in turning down the gas
am a children's cove Saturday and this program will
home of the chairman, Francella
CHILDREN’S WORK A SPECIALTY
flame.
It requires just so much
he
presented:
Address
of
welcome,
nurse, I have to
Moody on March 31. The subject
longer to beat.
and
radiation
be on my feet a Master of Penobscot View Grange;
was "Reed,” and seven ladies begun
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
throughout the longer time will be
great deal and response. J. Herbert Gould; reading.
the making of trays. A balanced
greater,
thus
requiring more gas.
Past
Master
S.
A.
Rackliff;
vocal
your
medicine
meal was served at the noon hour.
That cold may turn into “Flu,”
Attorney and Counsellor at
Fifteen minutes with the gas turned
has helped me solo, Lillian G. Coom'bs: story. Parks
The menu consisted of roast beef, po
Grippe or. even worse. Pneumonia, un
on full will give much more satis
wonderfully.
I Bilker: vocal solo. Hugh Pendleton:
Choice enough
everybody. tatoes. string beans, graham bread
less vou take care of it at once.
PARK
STREET
•
ROCKLANO
Law
was hardly able piano solo. Mrs. Ralph E. Nutt;
and eveiy bean baked just tight
pickles, fruit jello with cream, tea,
Rub Musterole on the congested parts faction than three-quarters of an
84tf
Telephones—Office 468: House 693-R
to do my house vocal solo, Robert McIntosh: recita
and see how quickly it brings relief. hour with it turned down low.
and water. There were 14 in at
mealy
.
meaty,
and
sweet
as
a
cat
.
work when I be- tion. Rose M. Pillsbury; vocal solo,
431 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND. ME.
If a teakettle is used to heat water
Musterole, made from pure oil of
tendance. The date of the next meet
_________________ gan taking it,
Hans Heistad: address. Nan Ma
mustard, camphor, menthol and other on a gas stove, care should be
ing
will
be
announced.
Subject
and now I am a strong anil well honey. Home Demonstration Agent:
simple ingredients, is a counter-irritant taken to turn the spout away from
Asu fo
&wic "Reed.”
woman, able to do all that and go question—Can the man from the farm
L R. CAMPBELL
A. C. MOORE
which stimulates circulation and helps the outside edge of the range. The
The rural schools began March 29
Othet Brands ate net the same
out
nursing
besides.
I
have
also
and
the
man
from
the
mill
or
shop,
same precaution should ibe taken
under
the
same
teachers.
break up the cold.
used the Sanative Wash and found meet on a common ground in Lime
Attorney at Law
Piano Tuner
As effective as the messy old mustard with handles of kettles. Children
Mrs. Frank Rokes of Rockland is
it beneficial."—Mrs. Gkbtbupe L. rock Valley Pomona? Are their in
plaster; does the work without blister. do not understand the mechanics of
visiting her sister. Mrs. Charles An
Stewart, 103 Davis St„ Green terests mutual or antagonistic? Op
Knox
County Court House
WITH THE MAINE MU8IC CO.
Rub it on with your finger-tips. You boiling things and inquisitive fingers
drews.
field, Mass.
ened b£ L. O. Crock >t.
will feel a warm tingle as it enters the sometime*. cause unfortunate acci
Percy Ilermensen of Long Beach.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Valuable for Weafcneia
tx>rcs, then a cooling sensation that dents.
N. Y.. was a weekend guest at Maple tjnd rcsperteil citizen, died March 28 1
“I have found Lydia E. Finkbrings welcome relief.
POSTMISTRESS FINED
Inn.
i
at tlie age of 86 years. He leaves tieham’s Vegetable Compound a valu
I__ A.
Mrs. Luetle G. ICatoa. formerly in
The Farm Bureau will hold a sides bis w(fe three sisters and two
ARTHUR L. ORNE
able medicine for weakness.”—Mrs.
poultry meeting at Victor Grange hall brothers. lie had spent the winter
J. A Pietsch.Box 397, Lancaster, Pa. charge of the postoffice at Swan's
April 13. (). M. Wilbur, poultry with Mrs. Ladd as guests of Milbury
Hundreds of letters like these are ‘island, pleaded guilty in the F. S.
INSURANCE
specialist from the extension service Hunt.
.»
received by the Pinkham Medicine I District Court T'ucsday to the em
BATTERYSERVICE
at O-ono will have charge of this
The Easter concert held in the M.
Co., Lynn, Mass., from grateful bezzlement of £519.50 in postal funds
meeting which will begin at 10 a. m. E. church Sunday evening was well
Successor to A. J. Erskine a. co.
ALFRED P. CONDON
women who say that their health 'ami paid a fine of $75. t<he was ar
a
Ladies will furnish the dinner.
attended. The young people made a
has improved since taking Lydia E. rested several weeks ago in Rhode
685 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Henry LndfL a .(’iv4l. War veteran fine sliowing?
'412 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Island.
77-tf
Tel. 837-W

After Flu and Colds
Tanlac Brings Back Health
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Waving Dries

Life from Hair
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CHILDREN’S
NURSE RESUMES
HER DUTIES

AD Four KindsHatcher BrancL
Plain Baked Beans

BakedBcans Plain

Don’t Let That Cold
Turn Into “Flu”

Baked Red Kidney Beans
Yellow Eyes

for

chef Beans

HATCHET
BRAND
Baked Beans

Batter than a muttard flatter
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Every-Other-Day

Dr.TruesElixir
it an invaluable aid to Mothers when children show signs of
worms: <1 You know the symptoms: Pale face, coated tongue,
dull eyes, itching of the nose, constipation.
Dr. True’s
Elixir will quickly relievo these undesirable conditions and
bring back your children to renewed health and spirits.

%

TDr. True's Elixir is absolutely safe. Made of pure herbs of
finest quality, it clears as it cleanses tho entire digeetivo tract.

In successful use for seventy-five years.

The True Family Laxative
and worm expcllcr
Family size $1.20; other sizes 60c. and 40c,

For that
'Wonderful Flavor
Get the Real

jaker
Oats
No other brand has their creamy flavor . . . the wonderful "Quaker"
flavor that makes nourishing oats the most delicious of all breakfasts.
Urged by leading dietary authorities for its excellent “food balance,"
and by millions of mothers who want the best money can buy for
their families. Cost no more than imitations. Insist . . . look for the
Quaker brand on the breakfast oats you buy.

2 Kinds— at Grocers
Quick Quaker — Cooks in 3 to 5 minutes, and Quaker Oats aa always

WEST WALDOBORO

WEST ROCKPORT

Mrs. Ilham Black of Slaigo called
at Ilenrv Howard’s last week.
Elroy Gross returned to the Uni
versity of Maine Sunday after
spending the Easter recess at home.
Mrs. Mildred Eugley and soil of
Gross Neck were in this place one
: evening last week.
I Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Genthner and
children of Nobleboro spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
8. Soule.
The ladies of the Church Aid So
ciety held a baked bean supper at
Thomas Kuhn’s last week which
was very well attended. About $20
was realized.
Mrs. Melviin Genthner of Gross
Xeck was at Frank Soule’s Saturday.
Mrs. O. B. Hilton has employment
In the button factory at Waldoboro.
Patrick Flnnigan of Cambridge.
Mass., was a recent guest at J. F.
Soule’s.

■Mrs. Elizabeth Stock who has
been the guest of Mrs. Henry Sam
son for several weeks has returned
to her home in Massachusetts.
Dana, the young son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Hurme, - has returned
home from Knox Hospital where lie
has been for treatment.
Mrs. M. A. Fogler who has been
spending the winter in Camden and
Miss Mary Fogler of Waltham, Mass.,
have been at their home here for a
short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald who
have been in Camden for the winter
are at home again.
Miss Florence West who has em
ployment In Rockland was at her
home Sunday.
MIss Olenlce Collins of Rockland who
siient her vacation with her grand
mother Mrs.-Estelle Davis, returned
to Rockland Saturday.
Miss Grace Parker
went to
Wheeler's Bay Saturday where she
will resume her duties as teacher
aftrt- spending two weeks with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker.
Kenneth Heald and Miss Virginia
Heald of qamden called on relatives
here Sunday.
An April Fool Social was held at
the Engine hall, with good attendance
and a good time for all.
The Mission Circle met Tuesday
with Mrs. A. A. Clark.
Mrs. Emma Leach is at home after
an absence of several months.
School opened Monday after a
week's vacation.
Mrs. Oscar Greenrosc fell down
stairs Tuesday morning, suffering a
broken wrist.
Miss Irene Lunden spent the week
end at home.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore. Mrs. Amy
Nutt and Mrs. Hazel Parker were in
Rockland this week.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton Is the guest of
her daughter Mrs. William Benner
In Rockland.

EAST PALERMO
Miss Band arrived Saturday and
commenced her school Monday. She
Is boarding with Mrs. Grace Turner.
There was an all day session of
Shcepscott Lake Grange Saturday,
Ap-il 3. with a good attendance.
Mrs. Newell Hannon was
In
Washington Wednesday , calling on
Mrs. Lizzie Dow.
Mrs. Amelia Bradstreet visited her
brother Charles Overlook and wife
March 2C.
Several from here attended the
community sing at Sherman s Cor
ner Saturday evening.
Irving Bailey of Branch Mills was
here Tuesday with nice fresh fish.
Miss Doris Hannon and friend of
Augusta, were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs .Newell Hannon.

In soeking a further loan of
$33,000,000 to be used in restoring
the glory that was Greece tlie Greek
debt commission supplies a clew as
tn what price glory.—Chicago Dally
I News.

--------------------------- »--------------

WEST APPLETON
Roy Bartlett has a radio.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett is ill.
Mrs. Effie Cram of South 'Montv"le was a Sunday guest at M. E.
Harriman’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fowles were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Cross in Morrill.
Constance Poland and Lyle Nor
wood are atending the Union school
at South Montvllle.
Mrs. George Fowles and Miss Lot
tie Buck recently' spent a few days
in Camden and Rockland, guests of
relatives.
Irving Norwood and family called
recently on William McLain, who is
reported as slowly improving.
Orrin Fuller of Camden was a re
cent visitor in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Harriman were
at Wesley Bowley’s in Searsmont
last week.

ST. GEORGE ROAD
While Rev. V. Sundelin of Quincy,
Mass., was iiere a scries of meetings
were belli, and even though the roads
were in such bad condition many
COLOR THINGS NEW
were in attendance. March 21 a
----------1 meeting was held In Hie church anil
Just Dip to Tint or Boil t * at the close hot coffee was served.—
March 22, in the schoolhouse at Long
to Dye
) Cove, after which everybody went to
R. Polky’s and had coffee and cake
Each 15-cent before starting for home.— March 23,
package contains at John Aim's home. On this occa
directions so sim sion the rainy weather prevented
ple any woman many from coming.—-March 24. in
can tint soft, deli Finn Town nt Oscar Ellison’s house.
cate shades or Those attending had many difficul
dye rich, perma ties to overcome, but finally got there
nent colors in all right. A goodly number was
lingerie,
silks, present and a profitable meeting
ribbons, skirts, held.—March 25. meeting held in tlie
waists, dresses, church.
All enjoyed having Rev.
coats, stockings, Sundelin here and hope he will come
sweaters, draperies, coverings, bang again. If the going had been better
ings—everything!
no doubt there would have been
Buy Diamond Byes—no other kind much larger attendances at all the
—and tell your druggist whether tlie meetings. — April 2. Good Friday,
material you wish to color is wool or services were held In the church.—
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or April 4. Rev. iR. Raita delivered an
mixed goods.
Easter sermon on tlie “Risen Jesus.”
Miss Aino Anderson of Thomaston
was home from Farmington Normal
STONINGTON
School for the Easter vacation.
Miss Gertrude Johnson and Miss
Mrs. Harry Gray, who has been Vicno Johnson of Willimantic, Conn.,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clayton were here for a week’s Easter vaca
tion, staying at Eric Johnson's.
Weston of Madison is now at home.
Miss Marjorie Smiley, assistant in They returned to Connecticut Mon
the High School, returned Saturday day.
from a visit to her home in Caribou.
-.The body of Mrs. Cecil Annis. who
NORTH WALDOBORO
died In Providence last week, was
brought here for burial.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames were in
Mr. and Mrs. John Dutton re
Waldoboro Saturday on business.
turned from their vacation Satur
Lesa Robinson spent the weekend
day.
at home.
Carrie Stanley is home from Gor
Mr. and Mrs. Levander Netvbert
ham Normal School.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cun
Mrs. Julia E. Lufkin, Deer Isle,
ningham of Jefferson recently.
was a passenger on the Gov. BodIt is understood that Leon Aines
well Saturday.
has purchased the farm owned by
Miss Esther Wood, who has been
Mrs. Leverna Orff and will move
visiting her parents here, returned
there in the near future. Mrs. Orff
to Colby College last .Thursday.
has sold her farm in order to accept
Reuben Cousins who has been very
a fine position offered her in Cam
ill, is now able to return to his work.
bridge. Mass. Her many friends
here will be very sorry to hear of
NORTH WARREN
her departure, but all wisli her much
Mrs. Isora Kalloch is staying at happiness in her new home.
Judson Benner's for a few days.
Eddie Miller was a business caller
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry are in Waldoboro recently.
taking up housekeeping in George
Mr. Rider has bought the place
Moody's house.
formerly owned by Willis Keene. A
Mrs .Iza Mank spent Tuesday of good deal of real estate seems to be
last week with Mrs. Marne Benner.
changing hands in this neighbor
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch at hood lately.
tended Pomona Grange at East War
Zolvina .Mank is making extensive
ren Saturday.
repairs on his new home.
Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Hawes and son
It is rumored that wedding bells
Howard of Union passed Sunday will ring for one of our most popu
with Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank.
lar young ladies as soon as her
W. L. Gracie has bought another course at school is finished. If this
horse.
be true congratulations are in order.

"DIAMOND DYES”

Dear to the Public

"SAIADA"
TEA

,

U30

Has Become a Household Word

OME-MADE, crisp and brown and
crunchy — how the children love
them!

H

You can get four animal cutters — goose, lamb,
cat and bunny—for just what it costs to pack and
mail them —only fifteen cents. With them, we
will also send a Davis Cook Book.

Animal cookies are examples of the many tempt
ing things you can make with Davis Baking
Powder. Baking comes out right every time with
Davis —it makes baking lighter, finer in texture
and more easily digested. Biscuits feathery light,
cakes and cookies so palatable and pleasing. And
in addition, it costs you less and you use no more
than of any other high-grade baking powder.

Bake it BEST with

AVIS

BAKING POWDER

Davis Baking Powder Co.
Dcpt, (,22 Hoboken, N. J.

Gentlemen: As per your offer, please send me
the Cookie Cutters and the Cook Book. I en
close 15c in stamps to cover postage and mailing.

Name.................................................................
Address

SOUTH WARREN

Copyright 1920 Hart Schafiner

A

Marx

Making a good rule work
both ways
“The more a merchant sells, the less he has to
charge;” that’s an axiotn of business.
On the theory that a good rule ought to work
both v/ays, we’re turning that axiom around,
this way:

“The less a merchant charges, the more he
will sell.”

In other words, we’re going to keep prices
, down in the belief that our business will grow
up to them.
New Spring Top Coats, made by Hart Schaffner & Marx $35.

Other makes, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50.
New H. S. & M. Suits $35, $40, $45.
Other makes, made with two pairs of pants,
$22.50, to $39.00.
Hats, Shirts, Furs, Shoes—everything that
men wear.

You9ll find extraordinary
values in men’s clothes at
this store as a regular thing

HASKELL & CORTHELL
TEL. 238-11

CAMDEN

TEL 238-11

Miss Annie Overlook who passed a
week's vacation at her home here
returned to Lewiston Monday.
Ralph Libby is spending his vaca
tion at his home here.
Dr. Hahn of Friendship was in this
place last week, called for consulta
tion wiih Dr. Heald of Thomaston.
John Spear has traded his horses
with parties in Rockland.
Moses Orfie of East Friendship
called on his daughter-in-law, Mrs.
.Mary Orne. Sunday.
T. W. Marshall, who has been seri
ously ill, is thought to be improving
a little at this writing.
Fidelphus NeWbert remains criti
cally 111.
He Is attended by Dr.
Heald of Thomaston.
Mrs. Kenneth Falcs and children
Clayton and Russell attended the
birthday party of Irving Kales' lit
tle daughter in Cushing Saturday.

\ou made its debut triumphant
ynAtanihj

mou.

know and clatnwd it—tluA.

different yenercruA. Atrap ipnc

xxaI&cI,

far

CUSHING
An Atwater-Kent radio has been
installed in the home of Clarence
Wales.
Miss Fannie Crute is home from
Winsted, Conn., for the Easter va
cation.
Orrin H. Woodcock attended the
Republican convention .at Portland.
Mrs. Mary Crute Is home from
Thomaston.
Miss Barbara Kales, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Irving ,Fales, cele
brated her fifth birthday Saturday
by giving a party to 12 of her little
friends. The afternoon was passed
playing games until the refreshment
hour arrived.
Miss Barbara was
the recipient of many gifts including
four
birthday
cakes—also
two
freezers of Ice cream which brought
happiness to all the little folks.
Those present were Elvle Hyler,
Thelma Wales, Elizabeth Killeran
Elizabeth Lindstet, Miriam Lnaka
and Helen Fales of East Friendship.
Kenneth and Donald Crute, Ray
Hyler, Kendall Orff and Clayton
and Russell Fales of South Warren.
It was a happy time for the young
children and enjoyed by the older
ones as well.

MONHEGAN
Spring has broken and the first
rum chaser made her appearance here
today.
Mrs. Frank Fillmore of New Har
bor is spending a few days with her
sister, Mrs. Earl Field.
Capt. Ford Davis was called to
Portland early Monday morning by
the illness of his daughter Josephine,
W. S. Stanley Is remodeling the
house formerly owned by George
Cook and Otis Thompson.
Ralph Cleveland has opened the
Island Inn and has two boarders for
a starter.
Capt. E. S. Field went to Thomas
ton last week with Mrs. George Col
burn and the mason who has been
plastering 'Hiram Coloniy’s house as
passengers.
Road Commissioner L. A. Davis
and Chris. Nicholson have started
work on the road.
R. J. Chadwickstine is finishing
his new bungalow after being delayed
on account of cold weather.
Frank Pierce, who spent the win
ter in Florida, is in Boston for a
while on account of sickness-.
School began today after a week's
vacation, with Mrs. Harold Osgood
as teacher.

p

NEUMONIA
Call a physician. Then begi^

EALERS everywhere tell U3 how
eagerly you have seized upon Lux
Toilet Form, you critical women.

And the lather! Such lather—even in
dreadfully hard water. Hard water on
the Continent taught the French the
secret that gives Lux Toilet Form, too,
that caressing, instant lather even where
water is hard.

D

“I just can't get enough,” says one of
the biggest buyers in the country, “My
customers often buy it by the dozen and
some of my charge customers get it by
the case of 50 cakes.”
“It sells so fast wc are now ordering
it in quantities unprecedented in our
experience," 9 Fifth Avenue store tells
us with satisfaction.

So safe for the very precious baby

UX TOILET FORM has" all the

I

■J precious qualities that tempted you
in those shockingly expensive French
toilet soaps you loved but knew you
should not buy!

“It’s a really big seller. In 15 years in
business I've never seen a new product
so instantly a success. ’’ Again and again
we hear the same exhilarating story.

Now not one reproachful murmur from
the very thriftiest conscience. Lux Toilet
Form — all enchantment — is just ten
cents.

ES, there are all the marvels that you
asked for! Satin-smoothness, such de
licious firmness—true sawn condenst that
will wear and wear! Beguiling fragrance

Y

LUX

not too pronounced!

“•mergency” treatment with

VICKS
Ottrll

Somehow you feel lovelier, more ex
quisite after Lux Toilet Form. It is
made by the method France uses for her
finest toilet soaps.

10c

*>

‘

!

In its sampler wrapper you can get
LuxToiletForm wherever toilet soaps are
sold. Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, NLss.

. . eH

’»• TOILET FORM ->R

10"

, GRANGE OPPORTUNITY

THOMASTON
William F. Henderson has moved
from Wadsworth street to the Keizer
house, Elliot street.
.Miss Ruth Pillsbury, who was
called home from Northampton, |
Mass., on account of the death of |
her father, returned to Smith College !
Wednesday.
E. W. Peaslee attended the Repub
lican State convention at Portland.
Tuesday.
An Easter service that was worthy
of a place in the Easter reports of the
churches, hut which was uninten
tionally omitted was that of the
Episcopal church. Two services were
held at which the rector J. R. Pitcher.*
conducted a morning celebration at
9 o’clock at which special music was
rendered, and at 7.30 o’clock in the
evening delivered a very able sermon.
The attendance was well sustained.
The decorations were attractive, the
pulpit done in white being specially
so. The interior of this church nat
urally lends itself to the decorator’s
art.
Tho W. C. T. V. will meet in the
vestry of the M. E. church Friday at
2.30 o’clock.
The Sunday morning topic at the
Baptist church will he ‘’Christian
Paradoxes.” Sunday evening will he
ladies night. All the ladies of the
town are invited and are requested
to occupy seats in the center of the
church. The topic will he. ‘Three
Prize Beauty Sisters* of the Bible.”
Can you find them?
Everett Andrews has been laid off
with a bad cold.
Frank Flint has moved his family
from Mrs. Nancy Bushnell’s house to
the West End.
N. F. Andrews has received an in
voice of 500 day-old chickens.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist
church will give a party in the vestry
tomorrow evening.
Refreshments
will be served’. The price of admis
sion .will he a penny for each inch of
your waist measure. Please do not
scrimp.
The crew at the cement plant has
been increased. Material for more
kilns is being hauled to the ground.
The senior class of the T. II. S. will
have a dance in the Andrews Gym
Friday evening at 8 p. m. A sevenpiece orchestra will furnish the
music.
Charles II. Mank who has spent
the winter with friends in Massa
chusetts. was in town Wednesday on
the way to his home in Cushing.

Every-Other-Day
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HANLEY, The Service Grocer
THOMASTON

Address By State Lecturer
Merle J. Harriman Farm
ers’ Week.

Spinach ...........................................................................19
Salt Pork........................................................................ 18
Butter .............................................................................48
Black Tea .....................................................................45
Cocoa, 2 pounds........................................................ 25
Dates, 2 pounds........................................................ 25
Evaporated Milk......................................................... 11
Rump Steak ................................................................ 50
Stewing Beef............ ................................................... 25
Pork Chops.................................................................. 32
Fresh Eggs, dozen. . . . \ .35 ; 3 dozen.... 1.00

rAYER’S

Wanted
WANTED—men to inspect. criticize
and buy our new stock of Bates fl:ree< Shirts*
fiiller-coljh-davis.
42-G
• ~WANTeF Draft Horse for its keep this
spring and summer
AUSTIN A MIF4'K.
Waldoboro, Me.. R. F. 1) 2. Box 6
12»47
WANTED—One all around niachini4t. LIV
i l.\( ST(J\ MAXi’FACTURrMi CO.
11-40
WANTED—Small family to occupy modern
second floor apartment havlnc electric lieh’s.
etc , Thomaston, In exchange for care of semi
invalid.
Write M E. t , Tne t ourier-t.'.izette.
41-46
WANTED—Women of good appearance to
sell Silk Lingerie.
We give real local co
operation and deliver and collect.
You can,
easily make extra good sa’ar.v each week
Address F, care The Courier-Gazette. 41*43
WANTED—Board In private family. ETTA •
KINGSBl’KY, It No. 11, (Jardiner, Me.
41-43
WANTED—Limited number Girls, ages 8 to
14. Lakeside Farm; good food, care, tutor
ing ; terms reasonable.
MRS. ARTHUR JL
JOHNSTON. Washington, Maine.
40*12
WANTED— Kitrheu girl at WINDSOR HO
TEL.
40-tf
WANTED—Man to run farm at Owl’s
Ilea Id. Me.; age 25 to 50 years, single pre
ferred, must know how to do all kinds of
planting, driving car. taking care of stock—
most of all. sober and honest.
Will he given
board and good wages.
References neces
sary.
Write at once to IL L. EMERY, M.
D., Winchester. Mass
38-43

|

I am going to name three things that
it seems to me the Grange should
How's your courage? Hang on like a lobster.
take an active interest in at the pres
ent time said State Lecturer M. J. '
Spring will be here—well—some day. It says so
Harriman. First. advertising our i
town, our business and our St ;e.
in the 'On My Set" column of The Courier-Gazette.
Second the political situation, and '
third cooperative marketing.
So it must be so. Meanwhile more beautiful mer
Disinfecting 19 worth doing when you
This Boost Maine Campaign that I
use a disinfectant like Pratts.
chandise for spring is arriving every day. Just come
is spreading all over the State should
Pratts Dip and Disinfectant is guar
remind the Grange that we do not J
anteed to have high germ killing power.
in and let us show you.
advertise our business as we should. ;
Long scientific Study produced it. Use it
The old saying “It Pays To Adver- !
freely wherever you have a disinfecting
tise” is just as true today as ever. |
job. A gallon makes a barrelful. Backed
SWEATERS AND FANCY COATS—These are so loud and fancy
4and the sooner that we as Grangers'
by half a centuiy of Pratt experience.
you can almost hear them when you go by; but say, they are
j realize this, the better off we will he.
Will not poison or irritate. No injury
handsome............................................................ $3.00, $3.98. $5.C0, $6.00
’ Look at the Sunday papers every
to hair, wool, or feathers.
where containing 50 to 75 pages every
DRESS SHIRTS—Heic are some beautiful patterns and colors
Leading breeders and authorities have
Sunday, and a large part of them
that will plcace everybody* ........................
.... $1.75, $2.00, $3.00
complete confidence in Pratts Dip and
are advertisements, show us th.it in
Disinfectant
PANTS—Especially for young men. These are what you may call
other lines of business it must pay
class. They are "peaches” ................................................. $5.00, $6.00
TEL. 162 FOR FOOD
to advertise, and why not ours.’
When 1 mention the political situa
BOYS’ SUITS—If I could have had a suit like these when I was
tion, some will at once sav, •The
Dip and
DELIVERY SERVICE
a kid I’d lhavc felt like John D. Rockefeller. A!'. fcurapiece
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
Grange should not mix up in politics.”
suits—Coats, Vests and two Pants ............... $10.00, $12.00, $14.00
kittens. Highest prices paid.
TEL 332-14.
Disinfectant
which is all true of partisan politi< s
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville, Me
1 tf
CHILDREN'S
TOP
COATS
—
Ages
3
to
8
—
Snappy
.......
$5.00,
$7.50
But when we realize that politics
To Our Customers: JTfguarantef Pratts Dip
WANTED—Genealogical data for the his- }
means nothing more than ‘‘The busi
and Disinftciar.t to Le a real [tnn kditr. It
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—For spring and summer .... $1.00, $1.50
tory of Matinleus which is now in pretkaratnust iait'jy yuit or imtuy back.
ness of Government” we must cer
tion. Ebenezer Hall the younger with his
SOUTH THOMASTON
ROCKPORT
BOYS’ CAPS AND HATS-Latest patterns .............................. $1.00
wife Eleanor and family of cliildre.i removed
tainly admit that every good citizen
Sold
and
Guaranteed
by
from Matinleus to Moutville shortly after
It would have been very difficult
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Spear was the should he interested in affairs of
LADIES SILK HOSE—If you are trying to match the colors—
1810.. Wanted a list of his children with
to find a more attractive group of guest of Mrs. Henry Payson in Rock State. We have only to refer to the
dates of births and names of persons they
just come v^hcre we have them—over 50 different shades of
G.
H.
HART
children than that which presented land Tuesday.
Declaration of Purposes of the Na
married;
also similar records of his broth
the Pigeon Hose—only ..................................................................... $1.50
ers : David who married Susannah Allen, and
Mrs. Sue Orhemn entertained the tional Grange to set our minds at rest
the delightful Easter concert in the
moved to Camden and James who married
Our schools,
church Sunday night. The smaller Nitsumsosum Club Monday evening upon tlu^ subject.
Lydia Smith
Any records of the Halls.
the kiddie the bigger the hit he made at the home of Mrs. Hattie Spear on highways. State and county officials
Youngs. Ahhotts, Cries, Tolmans, Burgesses,
Condons. Ameses, etc., who formerly lived
Imt everyone was greatly appreci Limerock street. Refreshments were and the enforcement of laws and sub
here, or of their descendants, will be grate
jects which we should take more
ated and the whole affair reflects served.
fully received In particular, Information is
George A.«Barlow is ill at the ’iome active interest in than we do.
much credit upon the children and
Advertisements in this columd not to ex desired of Jonathan Allen, living here In
of
his
daughter.
Mrs.
William
Price.
There
have
been
a
good
many
1794
Where did he come from? What be
the ladies who labored so faithfully
ceed three lines Inserted once for 2"» .-etits
3 thiK'S for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 came of him? Address C. A E. LONG,
successful cooperative buying abso
to bring it about. The chorus choir Mechanic street.
Matinleus.
iu*t{
cents
each
for
one
time,
10
cents
for
luree
Mrs. Mahelle Crone anti son Alton lutions formed in agricultural com
of 14 voices was also very much ap
times.
Six words make » line
returned from
Springvale munities, hut few successful coop
preciated in their rendering of sev have
I
For Sale
eral beautiful Easter anthems. Miss where they were guests of Mrs. erative selling or marketing associa
Lost and Found
Marie Brown sang an Easter solo in (’rone’s sister. Mrs. Elliott Merrifield. tions. As a rule a farmer can raise
LQST—Parker fountain pen attached to
Mrs. Eva Fish entertained at a enough, but of what use is it to raise
FOR SALE—Stanley House, Spring St.
her usual delightful manner. Quite
ribbon—4)elween 4’edar street and McLain
School.
DORIS ( OLTART. 778 Man St. CAROLINE SHERER SWETT. offlrV 65
the crowning event of the evening dinner party Monday evening in it, if it cannot be sold profitably?
IJmeroek
St. Tel. 504 -M.
42-11
12* It
was when Master Charles Watts. Jr.. honor of Miss Lillian Brann >vho is We as farmers have given too little MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED Tel 941-W.
FOR SALE At Hanley’s Corner. Warren.
LOST —Tire and rim 31x4. between Camden
and Master Gordon Crowley received at home from Livermore Falls. The thought to this matter and we nave
14 rooms, morlern, s.;ore,
im|
ShiiiIi
Th.iiii.isturi.
Tel
YBAZIR 2-story house.
been content to ship our produce to
the offering. These young men dis occasion was a very pleasant one.
Fine location tor
HARDWARE CO , Ro> kfapd
41*13 •table and storehouse.
TELEPHONES
316
AND
317
Mrs.
Frank
Peterson
is
confined
to
Boston,
receiving
our
pay
after
ex

tea
room
CAROLINE
SHERER SWETT.
played much greater dignity at this
LOST—Sum of .silver in bag. between Smidi office. 65 Limeroek St
her
home
by
illness.
Tel.
564-M. 42-41
press
and
commission
have
been
de

time than did the older folks*. The
Charles Brann and family are mov ducted. And then too many times CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY Hope and Korldand by way of Rockport
FOR SALE—Three bulging houses. CAR
potted Easter lily which graced the
Reward
E 1). LINSGOTT. Rockland.
Tel
812-W.
1P43 OLINE SHERER SWETT. 65 Litnerock St
altar was a gift to tho pastor from ing from the Haskell house on Com the purchaser lives right here in
Tel. 561-M.
•
42-4 4
the pupils of the Sunday school as a mercial street to the new bungalow Maine, and pays the express back on
LOST—Riiftset color traveling bag between
FOR SALE Two
hotels
CAROLINE
How much Legs of Lamb, 5 to 6 lbs. average, per lb. .
28c Kennedy’s Store and Rank'm ILoek Re SHERER
token of their love and esteem. In which lie has lecently built on West the same commodity.
SWStTT, office 65 Litnerock St
ward.
H E RH’HARDSDN. The Little
better off both the producer and con
speaking of this and expressing his street.
42-44
Flower Shop, City.
41*43 Tel 564-M.
The regular meeting of Harbor sumer would be if they could get to Lamb Chops, per lb................................................................. 30c
appreciation, his usual touch of hu.
...
..t..
..........
......
.....
.
i
—
—
..
FOR SALE—Drug store, buildings, and
LOST—Little black and white fen: de Fox
Light
Chapter.
(>.
E.
S.,
was
held
gether
and
save
that
express
both
mor brought a tine laugh. There was
SHERWOOD FROST, 452 Old < onnt\ large hall over store. Large summer busi
Tuesday evening.
• • ♦ •
ways. Many bushels of peas are Corned Beef, per pound ...................................................... 8c Terrier.
Road. Higldands
Tel.
40-42 ness. CAROLINE SHERER SWETT. office
a very good attendance in spite of
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps raised in Maine every year, shipped
65 IJmeroek St. Tel 564-Al
42
ILil
Cora C. Cushing
very had walking.
LOST—Beat, taken fr .in Its niu .rings Dec
will observe Lee’s Surrender Friday to Boston, and then shipped back to Cloveibloom Eulter, per pound...................... ................. 47c
FOR SALE—The Mont homestead at Ten
13.
1924.
Reward
of
$300
will
be
given
fur
Mrs Belle Lewis of Rockland was evening at the G. A. R. ball with an our summer * resorts. And the same Fine Granulated Sugar, 17*/2 pounds........................... $1.00 inv Information that will indicate who the ant's ILirNir. aprox 4 acres land, never fall
Cora C., widow of Charles li. Cush
ing. died at her home on Knox street the weekend guest of her cousin, Mrs. appropriate program anti campfire. tiling is tine of poultry, egg lui! ter
ing well, house and barn In good condition ;
uilty parties are.
J A TEEL, Matinleus.
A. W
Best AH Round Flour, per bag .
Wednesday morning. She was the Harvey Crowley.
. . $1.35
23*35-tf partly ftrrnished; 2 good . stoves.
Each member may invite a guest. and i ,tiler fann products.
MONT. 20 Auburn Rd, West Hartford Conn.
daughter of William .1. Bunker and
LOST—Therapeutic electric lamp—loaned ___________
Miss Jeanie McConchie returned Members are requested to furnish.
_____________ 42-17
one of in.v patients. Please return to The
Jane M. Reed Bunker having been Monday from Newburyport. Mass., Meeting will begin at 7.30.
Ginger Snaps, 2 pounds........................................................... 25c to
FOR SAL^ April and May pigs pure bred
Courier-Gazette. DR. A. K. 1' HARVEY,
CAMDEN
bo n in Thomaston about 1855. Her where she has been the guest of her
Livermore
Falls. Me.
F.7-i7 0 I. C. Sire from the L B Silver Co., Ohio.
education was gained in the common sister. Mrs. John C. Stanton, for* a
Clarence A. Fish has taken tne pi ice Pure Lard, per pound................................................................ 18c
II. M LIBBY, Warren, Me. Tel. 178-11.
and High Schools of Thomaston. few days. Mrs. Stanton has recently
if Harold Grindle as local agent of Compound Lard, per pound............................................... 15c
LOWER SUNSET
Eggs and Chicks
June 12. 1SS2. she married Charles )>een very ill from influenza but is
FOR SALE—75-aere farm in Norths Warren,
;he Prudential Insurance Company.
Miss Dorothy Dunham who has
Salt
Pork,
per
pound
..............................................................
18c
good blueberry land, well wooded
J. F.
H. Cushing who was also of Thomas much better now. Miss McConchie
Philip 11. Thomas has returned
CALDER WOOD, Union, Me.
42*47
ton. Their married life was spent resumed her teaching in Rockland been spending a week with Mr. and from Florida where he spent the Cooking or Eating Apples, per peck................................ 25c
Mrs. Roscoe, went home Friday.
FOR SALE—White enamel refrigerator.
happily in their native town. Two Tuesday.
winter. He drove the 1800 milKs from
nickel trimmed. 06x24x24. perfect condition ;
Mrs. E. IL Gross who has been vis
sons were horn to them whom they
820 ( E DANIELS, jeweler.
42-if
Charles Peterson came home from iting her daughter. Mrs. Elmer Mc- Florida to Boston in six days, find. Pea Beans, per quart......................................................... 12%c
saw grow to manhood—Ralph, the
ing
the
roads
good
to
tlie
Bath
ferry.
FOR SALE—New 4 - room bungalow on*
Cauly. at Stonington, lias returned
elder of these sons has for long been Bangor Friday for a short visit.
From the ferry to Camden the roads Prunes, 3 pounds
Knott St . electric lights and flush closet;
............................................................... 25c
Mrs. Azora Clark is the guest of home.
a resident of Chicago. Stanley, the
also 5-rootn tenement to rent electric lights
Miss Hazel Wilson of Brewer is ire a single rut and drifted in sev
and flush < losct L W BENNER. Real Esyounger has always resided in Thom relatives in Boston.
eral places and not very many cars
tale Agent
42-45
Win-I wilh ,ier ^,nn‘H>arents. Mr. and Mrs. have been through.
aston and has for several years had
Rev. and Mrs. Herman
Potatoes, per peck............................. *..................................... 90c
.
|
William
Coolen
for
a
few
days.
FOR SALE—A Torrington vacuum cleaner
the care of his mother. Mrs. Cash ehenbaugh were dinner guests
Marcus
P.
Chandler
is
spending
a
with attachments complle.te.
New last sum/
,,
.
1 Earl Perry who has been working
ing had a wide circle of friends. Of
mer
Price $35,
TEL. 1184-W.
41 4J
BABY CHICKS at the Llhb.v Home Farm
with his brother Donald this winter few days in'Boston.
a family of ten children hut two, a noon
Bread, 3 loaves............ ........................ .............................
25c State
tested for white diarrhoea
ctiiekw
Charles
Thorndike
has
rcurned
FOR
SALE
—
House
at
8
Pine
St
,
Thomhas
returned
home.
.‘very week after March 20, $20 per IOC. or- as:<m.
sister, Aroline Bunker and a broth
inquire on premises
rom New Jersey where he sprat the
41*43
Dive Pollock is back after naving
Mrs. Martha Stinson is with Mr
ler early so as to have your ehieks when
er, Isaac Bunker, are living. Funeral
Fels Naphtha Soap, 10 bars for....................................... 59c von
winter with his son.
hail employment in Boston all win ind Mis. Coolen for a few days.
want them
0 H LIBBY, Warren. Me
FOR SALE/ One twin cylinder three speed
services Saturday afternoon at 2
motor
cycle
with
electric
lights
.and
horn
in
Tel
173-5.
.
27*44
Charles Claxton, manager of the
ter.
Mrs. Lena Lufkin is employed by
o’clock.
nice mechanical condition, three tires and side
Megufttlcook Boys’ Camps at the Smcked Shoulders, per pound .......................................... 20c
S. C. R. I RED HATCHING EGGS.
Pa car in good condition.
Mrs. Albert Davis left Saturday for Mrs. Albert Nevells.
GLEN COVE GARrent stock eertitled and tented for White A(rE. Glen Cove, Me
Boston where she will visit relatives
-11*43
This community was saddened by Lake is in town preparing for the
Diarrhoea. $6 per hundred.
H (’. REBER.
for a few weeks. x
WARREN
the death of Mrs. Annie Annis, the summer opening. He reports a rec Matches, 6 boxes ................................................................ ..
FOR SALE—1 panel body that we have
Warren. Me.
Tel. 176 31.
38*45
25c
taken "from a Ren truck—kind that Deep Sea
Mrs. Mildred Smith Elwell re daughter of Mr. and Airs. William ord enrollment for the coming sea
Roland Berry left Monday for Bos
BABY CHICKS S (
R I Reds from I cilicrie? are using.
CONSOLIDATED BAR
ton where he will have employment. turned Saturday from a short trip Coolen. which occurred in Connecti son.
teav.v laying strain State tested and free ;\(. CO.
„ 4t{
Camden friends of Mr. and Mrs. 3 Pound Bex Soda Bread.................................................... 48c from white diarrhoea.
Price $18 per 100
Edward Payson of Belfast has been to Providence. IL L, and New York cut, recently. She is suiwived by her
FOR SALE—Pair
horses,
weigh 3 mu.
for
May.
M.
M.
KINNEY,
St.
George
Road.
Walter
F.
Clark
of
West
Somerville,
City.
husband Cecil Annis and two small
Ihe guest of Niven Kalloch for a few
Good working around.
36*45 harness and wagon
Mass., will be pleased to learn that a Pilot Bread, by the box, about 4 to 5 pounds each, lb. 15c Box. 49. Thomaston. Me.
Friends here were saddened to children.
Call CHARLES NIEMI, Green St.. Thom-4
days.
BABY
CHIX
—
Wylli/s
strain
S.
C.
Reds
aston,
Me.
41*4ff
son
arrived
at
their
home
on
Tues

Alfred Dunham left Monday for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Biggs have learn of the death of Herbert Brown
Bred for type and color; trap nested State
*
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
left their employment at the M. in Whitinsville Iasi Wednesday. Mrs. Massachusetts where he will join his day. April 6.
iceredited for White Diarrhoea.
$22 per
and estates; up-to-date property, in tlie
Mrs. Della (’lark is visaing at the
100, safe arrival guaranteed.
F
H
Shortell & Son factory and gone to Brown and son Carl accompanied yacht for the summer.
A’YLLIE, Thomaston, Maine, Route 1 Phone Harden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Charles Annis has brought a horse tomes of relatives in town h r a few
the remains to Rockland Friday
Lewiston.
I9H-6
1U us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
weeks. In May she plans to visit her
fast. Maine.
22-tf
Ralph Lihhv of South Warren is where the body was placed in the cart from Rockland.
randson in Massachusetts and later
Mr. and Mrs. William Haynes left
driving a 1926 sport Ford roadster, receiving tomb until the weather will
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
FOR SALE—Power boat Gertrude L . 33 ft.
ome back to Camden for the sum- FREE DELIVERY IN OWL'S HEAD WED. AND THURS
permit of interment. Mr. Brown was Monday for Camden where Mr. Raylong. 8 ft. 8 in. beam, 4 ft. draft, hunting
bought through Warren Garage.
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
cabin, launched Ike 1. 1924.
Built by Rob
long a highiy respected citizen of nes will join his yacht for the sea ner.
The snieffs have arrived.
•ner
boarders
advertise
the
fact
in
this
pa

ert
McLain. Thomaston, 16-12 4 cvl. Bui tain
son.
News from Dr. A. F. Green, who
The Baptist missionary meeting South Thomaston.
yer where thousands will read of it
Eng Complete witli hauling gear.
Price
lames L. Small passed Sunday with with Mrs. Green has been in New at the Grange hull Monday. Prizes corded represent a very small fraction
Willard P. Sleeper received a tele
41. K. AMES. Matluieus. Me.
was held with Miss Mary Kalloch on
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage with garage $1.»6».
his
cousin
George
Lufkin.
lersey
for
three
weeks,
is
to
the
ef

gram
Monday
telling
hln»
of
the
40 tf
Tuesday afternoon.
are to he given for the host and I of the adult population of the terri- at Crescent Beach.
VILSPER A - LEACH.
fect that both of them have the flu funniest costumes. Ice ( ream will be torv covered.”
366 Main Street
33-tf
The children’s concert at the Bap. death of his cousin, Albert Hall, in
and.it is quite uncertain when they on sale.
TO LET--Furnished summer cottage a,
list church on Sunday evening was Petaluma. Calif . Saturday. Mr. Hall
Teimlng Congressional elections
Miscellaneous
Owl’s Head, 6 rooms, four bed rooms,
will be able to return home.
much enjoyed by an audience of 200 was horn in South Thomaston in
"for many years” referendums on screened veramla, large breakfast and living
Mrs.
Caroline
H.
Morrison
Is
ex.
NOW ON SALE—;hird floor—eulte, misses’
persons. The Easter lilies used in 1841. the son of George and Mary
“DRYS” NOT PARTICIPATING
prohibition, the board said that "the .•ooms.
Electric lights, electric stove; also and ladies’ coats, also children’s coats. Priced
pected Saturday at her home on
the decorations were sent at the close Ann (Sleeper) Hall. lie. with other
•oal and wood stove.
Good water, two ear $3 to $10. We invite your inspection. Take
drvs have won them with monoton
Pearl street after spending the win- Board of Temperance Discounts
near postofflee and. store, flue salt tlie elevalof. fuller-cid>h.<lavis.
of the entertajpmnt to the shut-ins. members of his family, left here more
42-Jf
on regularity and by overwhelming garage,
*»ter bathing.
Lobster and fish easily ober in Jersey City.
The Baptist male qua net was en than G5 years ago when he went to
Newspaper Polls on Prohibition.
majorities.”
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy in excellent
ainab'e: about four miles front Rockland
Mrs. Myrtle Hills has begun on the
tertained at supper, followed by a California and eventually settled on
Also a fopy of "Begin
SELSON B COBB. Rockland. Maine
22-tf eondii'ion for sale.
ax books at the asses-••nV office and
nings of Colonial Miiiitie."
R T PATTEN,
social evening at the home of Mr. a large ranch in Petaluma where he
News per ..oils on prohibition
Skowhegan
41*tf
it is hoped to have the books ready
and Mis. Chester Wyllie Monday married and reared a family of four
G. K. MAYO
To Let
were discounted in a statement by j
PAPER HANGING ANO IMSIOE PAINTING
it an earlier date than last year.
sons and four daughters. Three sons
night.
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
TO LET—Two light housekeeping rooms, —-5%r such work phone 349-M or < all at 16
The property questionnaire used so the Board of Temperance ITohibi- 1
The Good Luck Club met with Miss and four daughters survive him. The
also one single room ; board it wanted: elec Pleasant St.. Rockland. C. C. JOHNSTON
successfully last year will be used t'ion and Public Mo:als of the Meth- j ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT
Hilda Aspey last Friday evening. A The Petaluma Argos speaks of him as
tric lights and bath. ANNIE M FLINT. 2
41*46
his year and 1500 of them will be odist l.’piscopal Church, which held
Snn-ner St. Tel 665-11.
42-It
AS LOW AS $25.00
part of the time was* spent in sewing one of the pioneers and one of the
WE HAVE ONE ROLL of heavy water
that
the
drys
are
not
participating
in
nailed
this
week
to
taxpayers.
most
highly
respected
citizens.
One
TO
LET
—
3
-room
apartment.
Khcheirtte
and
and the remainder in a social way.
proof canvas left over—best obtainable stock,
Made in Any Style. Best Linirgs,
The index of their worth as
bath
CALL 288
41-43 and will make truck covers from it at cost
Kenneth Arey of Worcester, Mass, them.
The exhibition dance by the hostess of his daughters, Mrs. Walter Graff,
Trimmings and Workmanship
rather than carry 4t. over.
ROf'KLAND
showing
public
sentiment
is
seen,
the
s
home
for
a
few
days.
TO
LET
Furnished
tenement
at
47
North
her
husband
and
children
have
visit

and Miss FT field was greatly enjoyed
Tel. 1072-M.
46*42
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. 33-tf
Main street. Electric light?, gas. bath, hot AWNING CO
Col. Ernest A. Bobbins, Knox statement said, in that “the votes reThe "eats” deserve special mention ed Mr. Sleeper twice here and some
water
Rent reasonable. F. L SHAW. 47
BRASS FOUNDRY ANO MACHINE SHOP
,
’
ounty
member
of
the
Republican
and praise. Those present included of Mr. Sleeper’s pleasantest memo
North Main street. Tel 422-12.
42-tf —We do machine work of all kinds and make
4tate Committee, and Zelma M.
Misses Helen Baehelder, Nellie Samp lies are those of the live years he
brass callings.
Repair work done and
TO LET—Furn';she<l apartment 3 rooms
Dwinal, candidate for State Senator
son, Ruth Fifield, Mary Connell. spent in California, much of the time
Rent reasonable.
Adults preferred
E. E. househokl brasses jvollshed $150; lacquered
50
cents«extta.
CARLETON
COUPLING (Y).,
it tended the Republican State Con
STROVT, 45 Crescent St.
Tel. 136 3.
Evelyn Sawyer, Martha Connell and being spent in Mr. Hall’s home in
41-43 Manufaeturei-s of Fire Nozzles, Camden. Me.
tention at Portland this week.
the hostess. Hilda Aspey. The next Petaluma.
SIiops in Rockport.
*
39*4*
TO LET—Furnisheil rooms for light house
Mr. and Mrs. Janies T. Conley, who
Next Thu/May there will he a
meeting will be held April io.^t the
KtNTUCK'S
BEST
LEAF
TOBACCIix
keeping.
Bath,
electrics,
hot
water
beat.
have spent the winter in Florida,
Farm Bureau meeting in the Grange
home of Helen Baehelder.
Apply at 12 ELM ST
41-43 Guaranteed 3 lbs chewing $1; 4 lbs. best
ire expected in Camden this week It Pays To Look Into It Before You Spend Your Money—
stnoldng $1 ; 6 lbs medium smoking $1. Pay
Rev. IL M. Purrington, pastor of hall. It will he an all_day meeting
TO
LET
—
Roam
at
28
Otis
street,
comfortfor totiaeeo and postage when reeeired. COwhere they will visit for a time at We Sell Everything At Cut Prices and Some Things for able, convenient. Apply
the Baptist church will speak Sunday and tlie subject will he "Millinery.’
A
in person or TEL- OI’EIiATIVE TOBACCO GROWERS, Hawes
he home of their daughter. Mrs. F.
Miss Mahoney has resigned her po
EPIIONE 839-R.
morning on the subject “Walking
4(1*42 ville. Ky
33*43
E. Mzirrow before .going to their Less Than We Can Replace Them. Starlight Bread, fresh
—With.” There will be a union meet sition as Home Demonstration Agent
TO LET—Cosy tenement, mostly furnished.
PALIHtK MARINE ENGINtS.
Send for
summer
home
at
Isle
an
H
int.
hut
thinks
she
will
be
here
for
that
$3
5(1
per
week.
Tel.
1071
or
inquire
or
CLARA
ing at the same church in the eve
catalogue showing the new ZR line.
13
40*42 b. p. $1T5, ::o li p $700 4o h. p. $17.0.
■Miss Alice Hansen is on a trip to daily, 10c, 3 for 25c. Home Made Doughnuts, 22c. Cake, FftRKK.
ning with Rev. C. D. Paul as the meeting. Anyway someone will come and get my clothes whiter than ever
Ollier
sizes
2
Io
80
li
p
PALMER
BROS.
Washington
in
company
with
Miss
TO
LET
—
First
floor,
modern
apaitnnnt.
to
instruct
and
w
’
ll
bring
some
hat
speaker. Miss Marie Kenniston is
large squares, 3 for 10c. Large Washington Pies, 22c; six large rooms, furnished or unfurnished 31) Portland Pier. Portland. Maine
26-tf
without washboard rubbing
na Allen, formerly of Camden, who
leader at the Y. P. S. C. E. meeting— frames which can be purchased at a
91 NORTH MAIN STREET. Rockland, Me.
PAINTING
—
DECORATING
—
Whitening
s
teaching
in
Connecticut.
■topic, "How Can We Show Our very reasonable price.
Everyone
ASHING my clothes this new,
and all other Fresh Baked Goods at Lowest Possible Prices.
35-tf ceilings. Outside painting a apedaltv; also
‘Miss Elizaheth Mathews is on the
Christian Love?”
should take all the materials they
quick way is like having a laun
A. E. MORTON. 47
TO LET—One five room apartment with wall papers for sale.
■lames St
Tel. K4I-W
20-tf
road to recovery after being quite
have on hand; also scissors, thread
dress. Instead of spending all Monday
bath, electric lights, hot water
H. B. BAR
The
Best
Sugar
Cured
Hams,
whole
or
half,
per
lb.
.
.
33c
11 with chicken pox.
TER. 227 Main Street.
Tel, 25.
20-tf
and needles. Silks are much in vogue over the washtubs—rubbing and scrub
LONG DISTANCE TALK
FURNITURE REPAIRING. A.so painting.
\ ___
21 Gay St.. Rockland. Tel.
ilijs year, also hand-made flowers bing the very life out of my clothes and
TO LET—Two tenements on Laurel St In ■t H
The Best Sugar Cured Smoked Shoulders, per lb........... 22c quire
Id tf
cut of myself —I now simply soak the
at 261 MAIN ST
19-tf
Chicago Man Has His Son-in-Law
UNION
PAINTING.
RAPER
HANGING. WHITEN
Vash in Rinso suds for an hour or two
Cn the Phone in England.
TO
LET
—
5
room
house,
electric
lights,
Raymond Pinkham has roiurned to Frankforts. lb. 18c. Liver, 2lbs.
25c Freeh Eggs R Cheap Now—put them bath, garage, a large garden spot. ROBERT ING CEILINGS, Clean and Polishing Hard
i\ the morning, or overnight if that is
DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN—
Outside work a specialty.
9-tf wood Floors
m^re convenient. Then I just rinse in iis home a tier spending a i>w days Steak, lb. 20c. SirloinSteak, lb. 25c clown for next winter. We have the COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 77.
When William 11. Safford answer
SIMEON M DUNCAN, C02 Main street, RanLamb Fores, pound
.................... 18c best Water Glass, guaranteed to keep
clear water and by 10 o'clock the whole in Kockl: .1
TO LET—Furnished room at 14 MASONIC kiil Block. Rockland, Me.
8*tf
his telephone Sunday night lie y'as
We had 5-cent movies?
Mrs Ha.lie Bowes is impruving in Lamb Chops, lb..............................
35c the eggs fresh—quart can only .... 20c ST.
4-tf
wasb is blowing on the line — sweet,
startled io hear the operator c/iiny
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at4
You could iret, a square menl for clean1 and sparkling white. The rest of
lealih.
Veal
Steak,
lb
.....................................
40c
p
C()rn
#
2
LET—Tenement.
Inquire or MRS W. the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St.
Mall
say, “Hold the line for Rugby,
25c a. TO
25 cants?
1’. B. Martin with his heavy team Veal Fores, lb....................................... 17c
KENNISTON, 17$ Sbulb .Main St.
Tel ordcra s«dlclte»l HELEN C. RHOAOES.
-ltf
~
the day is free for other things.
land, please.”
A moment later he
Bananas, 2 pounds ....
25c 278-R.________
l42-:f
nude
a
live
mile
trip
on
sleds
April
2.
25c,
30c
And
n
7-courso
French
dinner
for
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR RIGHT—
o°autru°rl<’ H.......................... pa?
Pt,re APP|e Je,|y- 9lass
heard the voice of his son-in-law.
Rinso saves me money too. For it is
10c
Get this valuable booklet free.
It tells
Arthur Knbhins and Carleton D°rc C.h0LS’wb?...................... /h?
10 ,bl Ba3 Salt- each
Arthur A. Oswald, who is in England. 50 cents?
all 1 need on washday. No bar soap21c
why It costs no more to get a good used car
Used Cars
For 20 minutes the conversation con
no washing powders — no chipped bar Mansfield have returned to Orono Pork Steak, Native, very good, lb. 35c
Icc cream sodas were 5 cents?
than a poor one—If you know how.
It
SEVERAL GOOD USED CARS at bargain tells how to locate the real bargains.
Fish R being caught in this Bay
It
soap — just Rinso. Its tiny grains dis ifter spending the Easter vacation Lean and Fat Salt Pork, 2 lbs...... 25c
tinued, All. Oswald who designed
The doctor charged $1 a visit?
prices--We
need
the
room.
Among
them.
saves
you
many
dollars,
but
costs
you
nothing.
with
their
parents
Newly Corned Beef, 3 lbs.............. 25c and we are selling them at lower
solve in a jiffy and gently loosen all the
and bitilt tiie radio telephone station
P124 Ford Touring Buick five-passenger Sc
Send us your address, and your copy of thia
You
could
buy
a
suit
of
clothes
for
Theodore (’alter of Kenniston. N. Home Made Sausage, ib.................. 30c prices.
dirt and stains—so that they float away
for the British Postal Service telling
dan. Moon Sedan, Appcrsmi Sedan. Nash money savljg booklet will be mailed to you
Sedan and a few open UHukds. Sec them and promptly. ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICK,
Spinach, peck ...................................... 27c
in rinsing. Once in a while I have to rub If,, is in town.
his Mther-in-law of tlie success of $15?
1-tf
\ iolot Pall is home front Cam Matches, 12 boxes in pkg., all for 19c 12 Ql,art Ga,vaniled pails ........... 25c he convinced of their value. -dpNES MOTOR Old Cicrua Grounds. Rockland
Shoes cost $3 a pair?
badly soiled spots between my fingers,
the venture.
COMPANY
Bicknell Block, Rockland. Phone
MASON WORK—Cellar walls built and re
den.
Granulated
Meal,
6
los
....................
25c
5
Ga||on
Ga
,
wanized
Oi
,
Cans
80c
but
that
is
all.
The message broadcast from Rugby
You could buy a pair of trousers
lOlKE___
34*tf paired; also cement blocks for sale
G. K.
Another old-fashioned dance is to All Round Flour, bag ................... $1.25 Large Size Galvanized Wash Tub SOc
was picked up by an unidentified sta for $2.50?
I have found clothes last longer with
SKINNER, 14 Hall St . Rockland, Me.
1-tf
ae given by tlie Easter,^ star April Fresh Ground Coffee, Ib......................38c Medium Size Galv. Wash Tub .... 80c
tion on the Maine coast and relayed
Rinso.
because
now
I
never
have
to
rub
For Sale
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
You could get board and room for
17.
Vermont Y. E. Beans, quart ....... 29c Coal Hods, Galv., each 45c and 50c
by telephone to New York and tlieiuV
them
threadbare
on
the
washboard.
My
Painting and paper banging, ceilings whitened
FOR SALE—Coniplce equipment for mak Tel. 538-3. L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD 8T
Rev. Bessie Crowell has left for
Peck ................................................. $1.50
to Chicago.
It was reported to he $4 a week?
friends tell me Rinso is fine for their
ing potato chips, consisting of parer. sheer,
You could get 25 pounds of sugar washing machines, too — so much Peabody Mass., on a iwn weeks’ va-! Fancy Canr.ed Strawberries, Rasp
the first time a telephone conversa
fryer and tanks, also a large lot of boxes
FISHERMEN ANO B0AT 0WNEKSr-S«»d
berries. Loganberries, can ....... 28c
for packing. This ehfhipiuent la absolutely
tion had been carried on between Eu for $1.
quicker and the clothes just sparkle. •'at ion.
i-omplcte. and mmII he sold at the right price for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BARAirs. Emma Jones has returned Large Can Pears ......................... 23c
rope and Chicago, although sin h com
Cigarettes were 5 cents a package, Ask your grocer today for
Compare
CONSOLIDATED BAKING ( O.
34-4 5 FORD attachment for all Boats.
’rom her visit in Massachusetts.
Large Gan Peaches ......................... 22c
the FORD MOTOR and parts prices to the
munication has been established with j with a pb<» giaph thrown in?
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (hwan’a motor you are now using.
KNOX
COIIVTV
Paul
Harriman
and
Royal
Grinnell.
G4fcd
Sized
Lemons,
dozen
.........
25c
cities on the Atlantic coast.
j Those hi
Sunday papers cost 5
Island. 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; alghtl? MOTOR SALES COMPANY, Authorized W
Undents of Bowdoin College, have Good Size Oranges, dozen ........... 25c
location close by shore
Garage and out’ UHilorn Rockland. Ma Inc
y_ if
"
cents?
buildings, water in house.
Acre and b&P
eturned,
after
spending
Hie
Easier;
Large
Juicy
Grape
Fruit,
2
for
....
25c
P.-ince critic says the Charles*,,i !
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT-R tlaud. , Fine place for summer home.
A
does not appeal to the man in tV 1
Y"" I'-11'1 *'-° f‘”' ",p bPS' "eats
vacation with their parents.
Sunshine Soda Crackers, 3 Ib. bxs. 45c
i.of bargain.
PORTER is for sale At J. F. CARVER’S,
Address 9R 1. B. GAGE. A:
P'lf'kland
street. And, in these days ,.f ir ,lliii r11 l>'e best shows, and no tax?
Mrs. 11. L. Robbins left Monday for Sunshine Crackers. 6 pkgs. for . .. 25c ” Vfiiatii7toTs™qRoeERiES ! ____________
IWtf
lantlc. Me
57*H
The
granulated
soap
that
aoaha
Portland
to
spehd
a
few
•
I
Freeh
Milk
daily,
in
brttles,
from
congestion, it’s a . ........1 thing i j And the butcher used to give you
I BUCKING.
MOVING ANI> EBRANDB
FOR SALE—R »oflng paper. C E. GOI'LD <L«ie
clothes whiter—no scrubbing.
promptly.
On
anywhere.
C
0
HARdoesn’t.—-Arkansas Gazette.
Kliver for your dog?
A masquerade social will be held
Frank Farrand, quart ............... 11c
Phone 105. Res. Phone 946-M
or M8-$.
i“rf
ING, 54 Pacille Street.
46-45 AUK.N. Tel.

Which Disinfectant?

I
I

~WILUS AYER

FRANK O. HASKELL

CASH GROCERY

41 OCEAN STREET

AT HASKELL’S
CASH GROCERY
41 OCEAN STREET

How I save
hours of work
on washday

The Store Where YouSave Money

W

/ARRS

Rinso

(if

ASH

AND

.^MARKET

In Everybody’s Column

Every-Other-Day

EASTER ECHOES

■^SOCIETY
In addition to |irrson*l notes recording de
partures and arrlrals, tills department es
pecially desires information
penings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
hr mall or telephone will be glady received.
TELEPHONE ..................................................7J0

of social hap

It is now time to let us look after your Furs.
For a small charge they will be called for, in
sured, cleaned, minor repairs made and taken
care of until wanted in the fall.

LET US CALL
Telephone 412

Ralph Tardiff, manager of the
basement department, Fuller-CobbDavis. Is hack on duty after a two
weeks' siege with the grippe. Car.
rol Cole of the same department is
recovering from a similar attack.

SHOES !!

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cook and
son have returned to their home in
Perry, after a year’s stay at the
Jlead-of-the-Ray. They were much
pleased to be with their home
friends again although they had
made many new friends while here

her Easter vacation in this city.

I.ast year at this time the Fire
Department was having a strenuous
session with grass fires. Chemical 2
went to Portland March 19 over clear
roads to have her new pump in
stalled. This was 1925, not 1926.

"They have had a lot of fun with
me about my carload of refrigerators
bringing the cold weather.' said
Pearl Studley yesterday.
Now tell
'em this There is at the depot a
big shipment of springs, 24 of them
deluxe. See if that won't warm up
the weather."
k

The Rebekahs are giving a dance
at 'heir School street hall Tuesday
night.

It’s some hard job to keep a bunch
of boys and girls quiet, especially
when there is a surprise in store, and
Mrs Chaples proved this fact when
she tried to keep 20 of 'em from
shouting, long enough to get Miss
Arlene through the door The event
was a surprise party given in honor
of her 17th birthday. After much
excitement she was presented with a
» fountain pen by the crowd. Games
were played and the little bunni
rabbit also played an important part
In the entertainment. After the re
freshments much good music was
enjoyed and Arlene pronounced it
a very happy birthday, although it
Was two days ahead of time. Those
present were Sybil Jones, Charlotte
Jifnes. Ruth Conant. Merla I-ord.
Olive Pragg. Evelyn Jacobs. Annie
Dean. Nellie Day, Vivian Chaples.
Doris
Daggett.
Arlene
Chaples,
Chauncey Stuart. Wesley Stuart,
Fherman l.ord, Willard Hart, Dwight
Mosher. George Condon, Mhvnard
Gray, Earle Chaples, Edward Jame
son and Mr and Mrs. Chaples.

Nothing
Better Than

Can Be
Made for

PRIEST’S POWDER

SOUR SICK STOMACHS—GAS ON THE STOMACH—HEARTBURN—WATER
BRASH—INDIGES
TION—BIG HEAD-SEA SICKNESS-^— CAR SICKNESS—AND VOMITING DURING PREGNANCY

For sale by all druggists and served at Soda Fountains.

PRICE 50c

and

$1.50

Sent Parcel Post and prepaid to any address on receipt of price.
If you have not received a sample during our sampling campaign v/e will send a generous amount for

HS-Th-tf

you to try on receipt of 2c to help pay for packing and postage.

'

PRIEST DRUG CO.,

BANGOR,

MAINE

Cutler-Cook Co.

NEW
COATS

NEW
DRESSES

fuller • cobb - davis

Mrs. Harold M. iSwett of Portland
is the guest of -Mrs. E. S. May.
» ...
___

Miss Harriet Trask of the Gorham
—Normal School faculty is spending

The Easter services at the Metho
dist Episcopal Church were attended
by large congregatiTons morning
and evening. The decorations were
a .profuse number of. Easter lilies,
ferns and potted plants with wonder
fully colored blossoms which lent a
beautiful effect. At, the mdrning
service the pastor, iRev. E. V. Allen,
delivered a brilliant sermon on
“The First Easter’’ giving his hearers
an impressive picture and a full
meaning of what that “First Easter’’
has meant to mankind. The anthems
‘God Has Sent His Angels” (Loud),
and "Come Sing We Jxwd Hosannas”
(Spence), were effectively rendered
by the choir, solo parts taken by
Miss Margaret Johnson, Miss .Ruth
Rosier and Ralph Smith, whose
deep bass voice was ve'ry pleasing.
Miss McIntosh delightfully sang the
solo "Easter Day Has Crowned Him
King.’ (Hawthorne), with violin
obligato by Mrs. Emma Harvey,
who produced lovely rich tones that
mingled with Miss McIntosh’s beauti
ful soprano voice filling the church
with an exquisite sweetness. At this
service several were admitted to
membership.
At 5 o’clock the Ladies’ Aid under
the supervision of Mrs. Ida Simmons
served a fine lunch to the choir and
assisting artists, this being done
ST. GEORGE’S PLANS
because of an extra rehearsal which
was scheduled at 3 o’clock.
Commissioner Rawley Tells In the evening the chorus choir
rendered the cantata “The Resurrec
of Work Arranged For tion.’’ (Manney), assisted by Mrs.
violinist and Mr. White,
Pioneer Road Building Harvey,
trumpeter, their work greatly aiding
the choir.
Solo parts were ably
Town.
taken by Miss McIntosh. Mrs. Ander
When tlie subject of good roads is son. Mr. Porter and Mr. Milligan.
Miss Bertha McIntosh, who has
under discussion please remember
that it was a Knox County town, St. been chorister at the church but a
George by name, which helped in short time is being complimented
augurate the new era for transpor upon the manner in which the
cantata was rendered. The solo parts
tation.
were unusually difficult • but under
■As far back ns 1900, which, by
simple process of arithmetic, you will her careful tutoring they shone out
find to have been 26 years ago. a in the cantata. At the close of the
stretch of improved road was built service as a token of appreciation
from Smalley's Corner to Tenant’s Miss McIntosh was presented a
Harbor, the basis elements of which lovely Easter lily by the music com
were refuse paving blocks, chips and mittee.
« ♦ ♦ *
reeling^. This handsome piece of
The church of Immanuel, Univer
highway immediately became one of
the show places in Knox County, and salis t. is enjoying a very prosperous
did more to advertise ,St. George and successful year with all branches
than anything else that had ever of the work effective. During the
been done in that town.
Easter season these persons were ta
The road is still in good condition, ken intd membership: Ruth Marion
and the spirit which prompted its Davis. Harriet Virginia Moran. Mary
construction has carried on, until the Messer Thomas, Barbara Thorndike
town finds itself with 11 miles of Wiggin, Mary Sawtelle Bird. Helen
State Improved highway, and am Marr Bird. Marguerite Cold. Henry
bitious plans for the extension of its Graves Marsh, Maynard Howard
work through the use of modern ma Wiggin. Frank Stuart Rhodes, Hazel
chinery equipment. To this end Road Achorn Rhodes. Florence Feline Pike,
Commissioner Albert J. Rawley and Robert V. Stevenson, Eda Marshall.
Selectman Rodney Kinney have re Pearl Borgerson, Almon Bird (’ooper
cently made a trip to Boston, where and Ada Hewitt.
they bought an Adams grader, one of
tlie latest type of road machines,
which will he delivered within two
weeks.
“We had no modern apparatus.
Commissioner Rawley told a CourierGazette reporter, ‘'but from now on
we hope to be more abreast of the
TODAY
times, bolli in equipment and road
building.
REGINALD DENNY
"The town has 35 miles of ordinary
town road to take care of, in addi
In
| tion to its 11 miles of improved high
"WHAT HAPPENED
way. The plan for this year is to
build 1500 feet of 'State aid improved
TO JONES”
road; 1000 feet of third class road,
leading from the State road to Clark
Also
island; 200 feet of rock base road
with gravel top
Clark Island; and
"Fighting Courage”
300 feet of gravel road in Wollaston
With
all this in addition to the general
appropriation of $2400 for roads and
Ken
Maynard
bridges.
"Early emergency work on the
State road will begin as soon hs the
Friday-Saturday
frost is out and weather permits.
From 15 to 20 men will be employed
Red Hot ! Action !
practically all summer.”
Next winter is a far cry hut Com
missioner Rawley's ear is carefully
attuned to the demand for some
method of handling the snow prob
lem, and modern methods will prob
ably be invoked.
Mr. Rawley has entered upon his
fifth year as highway commissioner
and his services are evidently to the
liking of his constituents. ‘"The rea
son why we are able to accomplish
so much is because we have the co
operation of town and Stale," he says
modestly,
THRILLS! FUN!
Mr. Rawley has a most friendly

Fur Storage

iFrom the society columns of the
New York llerald Tribune comes this
Item of Interest to Rockland and vi
cinity: ‘’Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rob
erts of 1049 Park avenue and Owl's
Head, Me., announce the engagement
of their daughter, Miss Dorothy
Brockway Roberts, to Paul Adams
Jones, son of Mrs. E. L. Jones, of
Union, Me. Miss Roberts attended
the Low and lleywood School, Stam
ford, Conn., and thp Gardner School
in New York City. Mr. Jones, a
graduate of Exeter Academy, is now
a student aL the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. No date for
the wedding has been set."

[
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SHOES!!

SHOES!!
Boys’ School Shoes

Moccasin Toe
Goodyear Welt

/

Prices

J3.00, $3.50

Mrs. Edward D. Chisholm has com
pleted her duties as superintendent of
nurses at Knax Hospital and is
spending 10 days with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hart in
Whitman, Mass.

J. F. Headley and bride were in
the city yesterday on their way to
Mr. Headley’s home in Lynn. Mass.
They were married in Vinalhaven
yesterday morning.
At the meeting of the Harmony
Club Wednesday evening at the B.
P. W. rooms this program was en
joyed. with Elizabeth Knight ns
chairman:
■
Martin Wasgaq
Piano—.4 La Bien Almee .... Edward Schult
Lucy Nankin

Vocal—Who la Sylvia! ................ Schubert
Beulah Rokea
Piano—■Southern Melody .. Helen W. Howard
Ruth Clark

Bai-hara Wiggin

Piano—Scherzo ............................ . Schubert

BOYS’ AND YOUNG
MEN’S OXFORDS
Goodyear Welt

*4.00, *5.00
McLAIN Shoe Store

Vocal—I Hear a Thrush at Eve ... Cadntan
Lorita Bicknell
Vocal—Serenade ................................ Schubert
Lillian Joyce

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper leave
Saturday for Washington, D. C.,
where they will spend three weeks as
guests of Major and Mrs. Kenneth P.
Lord, and where Mrs. Cooper will
attend the national convention of the
Daughters of American Revolution.
They will be guests over Sunday
night of Mrs. Cooper’s sister, Mrs.
. F. Young in Portlands

a

Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory lias re
turned from 'Westbrook where she
attended the charter presentation,
inspiration dinner and ladies’ recep
Mrs. Octavia M. Leighton is in tion of the Westbrook Rotary Club.
Gov. Rrewster delivered an address.
New York, a guest at "The Ambas
Mrs. Granville Shibles and daughter
sador." She will spend the month of
Elizaibeth of Westbrook returned
April In New York and Boston. (
with Mrs. Gregory and are her
guests.
Miss Beatrice Moon spent the
Easter vacation with her parents,
Mrs. Alma Stinson and Mrs. Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moon, In Port Philhrook will he in charge of the
land.
get-to-gether of thp service men and
their ladies which is to be given in
Miss Jennie Blackington Is the
Legion hall Monday night. There will
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huston be music by Marsh’s Orchestra with
in Portland.
dancing and also entertainment for
those who do not dance. Refresh
At the aimual meeting of the Wa- ments will he served. It is the hope
wenock Club at the home of Mrs. of the auxiliary that as many service
Cora Snow Monday evening the fol men as possible attend.
All are
lowing officers were elected: Presi
cordially invited.
dent, Mrs. Susie Davis; vice presi
dent, Mrs. Elizabeth Eatcm: secffAnnouncement is made of the en tary and treasurer, Mrs. Leila Ben
gagement of Miss Alice Hannah Kos ner; chairman of program commit
"ON MY SET”
ter, daughter of Mrs. Martha Koster tee, Mrs. Bertha Staples: chairman
social committee, Mrs. Cora
of' this city, to Stafnton Daforest
Reception during the early
Swett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Smith. “Alaska" was chosen for next
half of Tuesday night was very
year's
study.
Preceding
the
meeting
Swett of Mexico, Me. Miss Koster
weak and uncertain, but lm.
Is a graduate of Rockland \Hi«h an Easter luncheon was served by
proved as time went on. The
the
hostess.
School '22 and Farmington Normal
sportively inclined found con
School '24. Mr. Swett is a graduate
siderable satisfaction in the re
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart and
of the Mexico High School '19 and
turns from the boxing bouts In
the University of Maine '24 and is daughter Jeannette, who have been
Boston arena. WNAC had a
a member of the Phi Mu Delta and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce
good announcer and the story
Scabbard and Blade fraternities. No have returned to Swan’s Island.
was well told My distant sta
date is set for the wedding.
tions that night were WRVA
The Owaisa Campfire Girls will
of Richmond, Va„ WEAR of
One of the most enjoyable events meet this afternoon atlMrs. Fickett's.
Cleveland and WHT of Chica
of the Methebesec Club was the am Rankin street. It will be a cere
go.—iF. M. White, the popular
, nual meeting, with luncheon, held aT monial meeting, and heads will be
Vinalhaven druggist, is a dyed- • i fading for the motorist’s wishes. AuITS BIG ! IT’S GREAT!
the Country Club, Friday afternoon, awarded. The girls are asked to
in the wool radio fan. to the ex • tomobile taxes last year brought his
thus closing a prosperous and en take their gowns.
Also
tent that he now has his fourth ’ town J3662.2O, which is nearly double
joyable club season. At one o'clock
"THE SCARLET STREAK"
set, and still sits up until the • ' the amount paid the previous year,
27 members partook of a delicious
Number 3
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Ameri
wee sma' hours. Frank tells • and more money than was raised by
chicken dinner. The music commit can Legion are asked to meet at
me that more than 240 sets are • | the town for roads and bridges.
tee supplied the following: Piano their hall Friday afternoon for sew
PATHE COMEDY
owned in Vinalhaven, which is
duet. "Oriental Serenade,” Van Gall,
not a had showing for a town *
ing.
To
visualize
the
international
siliiMrs. Harriet Knowles and Mrs. Car
of fewer than 2000 Inhabit * ation in the Balkans, suppose Flori- 1
COMING MONDAY
rie Douglas; solo, ’’Our I.nlted
■Fred R. Spear is in Worcester.
ants. Reception there Is not
da and California were contiguous.—
‘
Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp”
States." Edward Bok. Mrs. Grace Mass., attending a meeting of the
afflicted with the ills to which * Detroit News.
Armstrong: piano duet. 'The Revel of New England Coal Dealers' Associ
service on the mainland is af
,he
Goblins."
Engleman,
Mrs.
flicted.
ation.
f
.1
Knowles and Mrs. Douglas. In mem
"Pinafore" was much in evi
ory of Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton, a de
E. B. Crockett of the 5 and 10c
dence last night, “Sweet Little
MON.TUES.-WED.
ceased member of the club, one of Store, is confined to his home on
Buttercup" n’ everything.—In
j,pr
poems
“Springtime Up In Rockland street with a severe case
connection with thl9 opera
"PHANTOM OF
Vyialne.” was read by Mrs.
Hazel
.WT1C gave an organ recital
of grippe.
Powers.
Miss Annie Frye favored
with old favorites.—WiRZ de
THE OPERA”
the club with a very fine talk on
Mrs. Eveline Hall, who has been
lighted older fans with oldtime
“Yellowstone National Park," her living with her son. J. Weston Hall,
With LON CHANEY
songs — Cleveland defeated
PHONE 409
visit there a few years ago enabling and later with her daughter, Mrs
Brooklyn 35 to 32 in interstate
her to present a detailed account of Mabel Hall Smith, in Portland, Ore.,
basketball.—Over WJZ H. H.
many Interesting features.
Officers
Romer told an interesting story
is suffering from a serious injury to
TODAY
were elected for the year: President,
of Associated Press work in
her hip caused by a. fall in her home.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett; vice president
foreign fields. Next week on
with CONWAY TEARLE
[Mrs. Edith Beverage; secretary, Mrs
the same night will be told how
ALICE JOYCE
Frank' A. Tlrrell is in Augusta on
Alice Karl; treasurer, Mrs. Ava
the reports of Presidential
CLARA BOW
legal business.
Jackson; auditor, Mrs. Jennie Hill
Elections are given.—An unsuc
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE—Also
directors, Mrs. Mary Cooper and Mrs,
Mrs.’ Evelyn Studley is ?n Arling
cessful attack
made upon
Emma Shaw. Chairmen of the fol
Premier Mussolini by a Ger
ton, Mass., guest of her daughter,
LENORE BENNER
lowing committees were appointed
man woman, was noted by
Mrs. P. M. MacLeod. The immedi
Outing. Mrs. Annie Stevens; music,
Rockland
’s Favorite on the Screen
WJZ,
which
also
gave
news
of
a
Mrs. Mary Gardner; entertainment, ate cause of the visit was the serious
big oil fire in California.
Illness
of
the
MacLeod
children,
Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
The club
Beulah nnd Phyllis. wltK influenza.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
voted.to take Latin America as the
Beulah is now reported convalescent
’"‘study for next season.
During the
though Phyllis, aged 2 years, remains
TWO BIG FEATURES
* year four new members, including one
-honorary, have been added.
The in a precarious condition.
ORFF’S CORNER
club has contributed to the Near East
Mrs. Dorothy Bird George today re
Edwin Walter of Gardiner recently
Belief Fund; to the Public Library
CHARLES RAY
* presented “Renascense." by Edna St turned to her studies in the Conserv spent a few days with Ills parents, [
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Walter,
—In-—
Vincent Millay, to national headquar atory of Music In Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. George l^tng have re
ters at Washington; and will assist
turned
from
South
Hope
where
they
MIssGface
Knowlton
leaves
Friday
’ a young woman to graduate from
—In—
Normal School, by a. loan of funds for a two weeks' visit with friends spent a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Conant.
Much credit Is due the music and and relatives in Boston.
■Orman Ludwig has returned home
entertainment committees for their
From New York comes news of the after a visit of several weeks in
work.
The president, Mrs. Orissa
FOR THE
Merritt, received much praise for the death of Mrs. John A. Black, which Massachusetts.
j
Mrs.
Annie
Orff
was
the
weekend
took
place
In
London
last
Friday
efficient manner in which she has
conducted affairs during the past two She was found dead in bed. having guest of her daughter, Mrs. Harold
With
years and faithfully discharged the been a victim of heart trouble. Mrs Achorn.
Harry Creamer and Clyde Borneduties of her office. The average at Black's former husband was a mem
HOUSE
PETERS
man
were
in
Rockland
Monday.
her of the stock brokerage concern
tendance for the year has been 25.
Rex Beach’s Best Seller
The friends of Mrs. (Melvina Morey
of Thomas L. Manson & Co. He sub.
A
Dramatic
Answer
To a Big
Now a sensational film expose
sequently ■ was remarried.
Mrs. of Augusta, formerly of this place,
of society’s sale of human lives.
Question
remembered
her
on
her
80th
birthday
Mrs. Christine « M. Dorman Black’s maiden name was Miss Aurie
with a shower of postcards.
Dell Walker.
A
Monday
l "THE PHANTOM of the OPERA’
Regis. Spencer Corsetiere
Duco Brushing Istcqner for paint
(Rockland’s appropriation for State
TUE8DAY
t
with LON CHANEY, MARY PHILBIN,
of Maine publicity has 'been increased ing autos and furniture. A ship
154 North Main StTai..1014-M
from $100 to $250, In response to a ment is expected today—dries in one
WEDNESDAY <
NORMAN KERRY
ROCKLAND
25-63
wide request. The latter amount was half hour. For sale by John A. Karl
appropriated last year.
I & Co., Rockland.—adv.
AT THE BROOK
Mear Waiting Room, ROCKLAND

Dainty Underthings
New as Spring Itself

PARK

“DANCING MOTHERS”

“THE
AUCTION
BLOCK”

I

DEFENSE”

PAJAMAS

Soft, fine quality garments of Muslin, Rayon and Silk Lace Trimmed and

Tailored Styles in White or Favored Tints.

NEW CREPE PAJAMAS
They are in the two-piece styles so greatly
favored, in great variety of materials and
combinations, at—
$1.98,

$2.50,

$2.98

'

NEW BLOOMERS
In all the new spring shades
Bloomers of Crepe
at...................... 39c

Bloomers of Lingette at............ 59c
Bloomers of Voile,
diamond dot and
lingerie at . . . 98c

Bloomers of Ray
on at ............ $1-49

Bloomers of extra
heavy Rayon with

jazz garters

$1.98

STEP-INS

RAYON COMBINATIONS

Of Rayon in six spring shades sizes
27 and 29, at.................................. 98c

Extra heavy quality in five shades,
sizes 34 to 42, at...................... $2.98

TEDDY SUITS
In the two-piece styles so greatly fa
vored ............................................ $1.49
New materials, all the wanted light
shades, at ............ ...................... $L98

RAYON VESTS
In 12 new spring shades and will
match all the Rayon Bloomers, at $1.
ALLAN A

SILK

COSTUME SLIPS
Of Striped Sateen in 5 shades at 89c

Of Lingette and Broadcloth at $1.59

Of
Milosheen
and
Embroidered
Flounce ............ ......................... $2.89
Of Rayon with Plaited or Hip Hem

at ...................................................... $1.98

HEAVY RAYON

SILK HOSE

HOSE, $1.00

15 Shades

50c

RUBY RING
FULL FASHIONED
SILK HOSE, $1.98
with run stop

THE GREATEST SATIRE IN THE HISTORY OF LITERA
TURE! THE GREATEST COMEDY PICTURE EVER PRO
DUCED I
Last Times Today

Monday-Tuesday
"A Million Dollar
MARK TWAIN’S
m.„ Upo™,
with
Handicap”
DELICIOUS
SIDE-SPLITTING
HUMOR
Monte
Blue
and
with
Dorothy Devore
Vera Reynolds
------------------------- 1° -------------------------- — James J. O’Hara
News
Comedy
at the Organ

The

’

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN KING ARTHUR S COURT
AT THE STRAND THEATRE

COMPSON
“COUNSEL

BLOOMERS

VESTS

EMPIRE

on

STEPINS

COMBINATIONS

On
account
of
the
length
of the
show
Friday and Saturday
the shows will begin at
6.30 and 8.30 evenings.

GIGGLES !

PLAY

DATF

FRIDAY “J STAURDAY
LAUGHS !

Added Feature
YAKIMA
COME

EARLY

in "WHITE

CANUTT

THUNDER”

On account of the
length of tl e show
Frid.--' and Saturday
the shows will begin at

6.30 and 8.30 evenings.

ROARS !
COME TO THE
MATINEES AND

AVOID THE PUSH
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Every-Other

FOUR INDICTMENTS
Reported By Knox Grand
Jury—Verdict of $7500
For Camden Securities Co.
The traverse juries reported yes- I
terday morning and organization!
was effected tints:
First Jury—John S. Tillson, fore- I
man. Thomaston; John A. Blackmail. |
Rockland; Albert I. Briggs, Rock
land; Bertwell Kaler, Rockland: Mrs.
Alice Kennedy. Camden: Charles
McKinley. Cantden: George A. Newbert, Vinalhaven; Fred N. Philbrook.
Matinlcus: John C. Simmons, Union:
Rodney SimmoiN. St. George; Ger
trude Starrett. Warren and Sanford |
E. Welt. Rockland.
Second Jury—A. Walker Brewster. I
foreman. Owl's Head; Everett ltever- |
age. North Haven; Freeman E.
Carleton, Appleton; Alvah Chadwick.
St. George; Harold J. Glidden, Rock
land: Linton Lane. Rockport: Fred
E Linekin. Rockland; Clifford Mank
Warren: Ernest Nichols, Thomas
ton; Carl E. Packard. Rockport:
Joseph Reginer. Camden and Phil T.
Ware, South Thomaston.
Supernumeraries — Loring Atliern,
Hope; Marcellus M. Condon, Rock
land: Arthur L. Pierce, Vinalhaven
and Warren C. Wotton, Friendship.

* • « •

The grand jury's deliberations)
were brief. That body rose yester
day morning, and the forenoon I
handed to Clerk Griffin four "true |
bills." The list follows:
Charles Walters, Rockland, larceny
of 4150 in cash from Frank W. |
Fletcher. Feb. 24.
George Wheeler. Rockland, larcent
of Bulck touring car valued at 41000. J
from Erskine C. York. Jan. 24.
George Wheeler, Rockland, larceny
of Essex sedan, valued at 4700 from
Bernes O. Norton of Belfast, Jan. 23.
George Keating. Camden, felonious
assault upon William Dyer.

• • • «

Naturalization day. yesterday, found
a solitary applicant. Rev. Samuel
Clark of Friendship, who is a native
of Scotland. He was admitted to
citizenship.
•

• • e

Much of yesterday's session was
devoted to the case of Camden
Securities Co. v-. P. L. Bean. This
was an action on . ' -omissory note
for 47500 given by tie defendant to
the Camden N'Glo’ial Bank and
endorsed over to tiie Camden Securi
ties Co.
The defence claimed that when
Mr. Bean turned over certain prop
erties on account of his defalcation
with the Megunticook National Bank
the understanding was the note was
considered paid. The plaintiff con
tended that the note was never paid,
and that what property he did turn
over was held os collateral to Ills
notes for
4240.000 held by the
Camden Securities Co. As a matter
of fact, the plaintiff further con
tended. the securities turned over by
-Mr. Bean would not liquidate more |
than 467.000 on those notes.
There were some spicy inter
changes between the two attorneys
during the progress of the case.
Alan L. Bird for Camden Securities
Go.; Oscar II. Emery for Mr. Benn.
Verdict for the plaintiff in the sum
Of 47500.

» • « •

The case on trial this morning is
William H. Milner vs. Alice E. Hare,
alias Ella C. Hare, an action for
alleged perjury.

This page lists just a tew of the many money •saving opportunities that teaiure

Our 20th Anniversary
$8.50 Auto Luncheon Kits

Our Entire Stock of

Black Enamel Case titled with 4
plates, 4 forks. 4 spoons. 4 knives,
4 clips, large sandwich box and
space for thermos bottle ..................

Women’s and Misses’

4E AC

ana continuing 8 days, through Saturday, April 17th

Silk Dresses—Wool Dresses
$3.50 and $4.00 Net Curtains

drastically reduced in price for the

Anniversary Sale

All our $15.00 Dresses............................. $12.50

Ecru color iilct net Curtains in
four attractive patterns
Rayon
fringe
across
bottom
Anni. J J AC
vgrsary priced, at, pair ......................
fcxnrnr

announcement of Its date is sufficient to bring the shoppers

in

A mere

throngs—tpany from distant

3,000 pairs of

points to share in the wonderful savings it affords.

$1.50 Ruffled Curtains

So we are dedicating

it to our friends and

customers who have made it possible for us to enjoy 20 years of steady, uninterrupted growth.

SJ JO

XxfcO

Sale Prices are remarkably low—but back of every offering stands tho famous P. M. A B. guar

It is the RIGHT KIND of

a sale, for it offers BIG SAVINGS on the RIGHT KIND of merchandise.

'

Silk dresses in georgette, flat crepe, crepe do chine, dunwoodie crepe, crepe roman, prints, etc. Also combinations
of taffeta with georgette, prints with georgette, etc.

$2.50 Drapery Damask
Read this page !

Drapery Damask in pleasing as
sortment of designs and colors. 50
in. wide.
Anniversary priced
at per yard .............................................

Plenty of styles in navy blue.
that are popular for Spring.

And in all the high shades

4J 95

Even though you must come many miles, it will pay you to attend the

sale, for there Is no sale like a P. M A B. anniversary.

Onlv a 10 th of Sale Values are listed on this page
60c and 75c Cretonnes
Unusual patterns and colors, in
cluding a very broad range for se

lection.

Spring Coats and Suits

It will give you an idea of how wonderfully you can save on every' Spring

and Summer need I

Silk sport dresses in rajah silks, in Chinese damask and
wash silks.

Wool Dresses in tweed, in flannel, in jersey and other popu
ar sport fabrics.

$1.35

sale values in the history of the store.

antee of quality which insures satisfaction in everything you buy.

More than 3C0 new Spring styles in dresses to choose from

*2 Silk Hose

And wc know of no better way to show our appreciation than by planning the best anniversary

Fine quality plain white voile, spot
marquisette and checked voile cur
tains in several different styles.
Includes tie-backs. Pair ................

All our $49.50 Dresses............................. $42.50

in sizes for misses and women,

our regular

And now these 8 wonderful days are here again——8 days in which every department offers extra

This year the sale marks our 20th milestone.

All our $25.00 Dresses............................. $20.00

All our $39.50 Dresses............................. $32.50

Our Anniversary is the greatest sale event of the entire year in Northern New England.

ordinary values in new things for women, for men, for children, for the home.

All our $19.50 Dresses............................. $16.50

All our $35.00 Dresses............................. $30.00

beginning Friday, April 9th

Children’s $1.98 Dresses

.48

Anniversary priced at yd

Chambray print with bloomers. 6
to 10 yr. size Without bloomers.
12 to 14 yr. size. Anniversary
priced at .................................................

Pure silk full fashioned hose
from one of America's best
known hosiery mills. A hose of
which we sell thousands of pairs
regularly at 42.00.

In peach, nude, French nude.
French pink. Sunburn, Cham
pagne, Beige, Harvest. Atmos
phere, Sandalwood, Moonlight,
Zinc, Mauve, Taupe. Windsor
Tan, Black, White.

Men’s Shirts

41 CQ

White or colored fine count broad
cloth shirts, with neckband itnd
collar attached.
Sizes 13% to
18 ................................................

5,000 yards
4

1.65

all silk
Japanese

$12.50 Buffet Mirrors

Our entire stock of misses’ and women's Spring Coats and
Suits reduced in price for the Anniversary Sale. Here is
the schedule of savings.

All our $15.00 Coats ................................... -...........................

$12.50

All our $25.00 Coats and Suits ...........................................

$20.00

All our $35.00 Coats ................................................................

430.00

All our $39.50 Coats ......................................... -........... -.......

$32.50

All our $50.00 Coats ............................................................ - $42.00
All our $65.00 Coats ................................................................

$55.00

All our $80.00 Coats ................................................................

$67.50

Four styles in Tweed Suits with smart short jackets and
short kick pleat skirts.
Dressy Coats that express the vogue of capes—the vogu
of fur for trimming—embroidered and puff sleeves—i
Lorscheen, Marscham, Twill cord, Poiret sheen, etc.

Sport Coats in novelty tweeds with fur and sport Coats in
colorful plaids and novelty fabrics with or without fur.

Three opening frame buffet mirrors
in silver, burnish and antique
brown. Length 38 inches Anni
versary priced at .................................

$2.98 and $3.98 House Dresses

8.75

Foulard
or
broadcloth
house
dresses In navy, copen. green or
tan. Trimmed with pearl buttons.
All sizes.
Anniversary priced
at .................. ..............................-.............

1.88

50c English Print
Good quality of English print in a
large range of new designs, abso
lutely fust colors.
Anniversary
priced at. yard......................................

pongee'
59c yd.

.33

$10 Irish Linen Napkins
$2.98 Rayon Costume Slips

Heavy quality ail pure Irish linen
napkins in very choice designs,
Anniversary priced at. dozen .......

ig 95

Made of miloshecn, tricolette and
sport satin with shadow proof hip
hems. Colors, tun. gray, copen.
rose. navy, red or black ....................

4

248

$1.98 Silk Flat Crepes
Fine quality all silk flat crepes and
crepe de chines. 40 inches wide.
Anniversary priced at. yard ........ :

4J

$3.00 Buffet Scarfs
All linen and all hand made buffet
scarfs.
Size
11x36.
Several 4J
pieces. Anniversary priced at ta.

Women’s $1.50 Pure Silk Hose

Women’s $2.95 Hand Bags

«

Top strap and underarm styles,
made of good quality plain or fancy
leathers. Several hundred Anniversary priced at ................................

4<

95

Full fashioned pure silk hose with
8-inch lisle hem top in 12 differ
ent colors.
Anniversary priced
at, pair .....................................................

4

The best grade heavy weight
government inspected ail silk
Japanese pongee in natural col
or. Splendid for dresses, dra
peries. men's shirts, children's
wear.
The lowest iSricc nt which we
ever sold this grade of pongee.

1.19
Anniversary

« • • •

At the annual meeting of the Knox
Bar Association Tuesday J. H. Mont
gomery of Camden was re-elected
president. E. K. Gould was elected
to succeed the late Arthur S. Little
field as vice president, and O. H.
Tripp was re-elected treasurer and
librarian, with a cordial vote of
thanks for his long and valuable
services.
Mr. Tripp asked to be
relieved of secretarial duties, which
Were delegated to Ensign Otis.
A letter was read from Bradford
K. Kalloch. a member of the bar
who now makes his home in New
Jersey, at an advanced age.
He
thanked his brother members for
kind remembrances,
• • • •
The new entries this term, exclu
sive of divorce libels already pub
lished are:
Talbot Insurance Agency vs Jose
phine M. Knight, assumpsit on ac
count.
Grace E. Achorn vs Everett L.
Spear & Co., negligence.
Elden Hannan vs C. W. Hannan,
assumpsit on account.
Isaac Berliawsky vs Marcia A.
Burch and Charles E. Burch, as
sumpsit on note.
George Wing vs E. R. Noyes, as
sumpsit on account.
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co. vs W. J.
Rich, assumpsit on note.
Harold F. Arey vs Chester Bailey,
alienation.
City of Rockland vs Raymond K.
Green, taxes.
City of Rockland vs Augustus I’.
Snowman, taxes.
City of Rockland vs James Dondis,
taxes.
Fred P. Knight vs Wyman F.
Cushman, land.
Consolidated Banking Company vs
Sherman W. Hallowell, assumpsit on
account.
George II. Starrett vs State High
way Commission, highway damages.
Allyn W. Peabody vs Alma J. New 
hall, assumpsit on account.
William H. Milner vs Alice E.
Hare alias Ella C. Hare.
William 11. Milner vs Dennis Hare.
Charles W. Sheldon vs Dana 11.
Mayo, assumpsit ob account.
Dennis Hare vs William H. Milner,
Albertus W. Clarke and Isaac Ber
liawsky.
-Mike Amarto vs Guiliano l’assalaqua.
Isaac Berliawsky vs Marcia A.
Burch.
John M. Ganiagc & Sons Inc vs A.
H. Harrison and E. W. Barton, as
sumpsit on note.
W. H. Glover Company vs L. B.
Smith, land.
Stonington Furniture Co. vs Victor
Grindle, replevin. '
George W. Hawkes vs Isador Gor
don. agreement for reference.
Gladys May GllcliresI, libt vs Ro
land H. Giiehrest. divorce.
Helen Cottrell vs Maynprd Ingra
ham, petition to show cause.

Saving mothers helps to hold
families together, to
keep
children out of public insti
tutions.
Roekjnnd Rod Cross.
■

Specials in

$13.50 Wool Blankets

Anniversary Specials in

$3.00 Watch Bracelets

Fine quality all wool blankets in
pretty plaius.
Size 70x80 ins.
Anniversary prioed at. pair ...........

Floor Coverings!
Our Rug Department is one of the largest in the state. It
offers splendid choosing in the best rugs of all types in a
wido range of moit dosirable patterns and colors. Every
rug we sell is perfect and of the best quality.
$80.00 Seamless Axminstcr Rugs ........................................ 447.50
'l.\12 ft. size. Choose from an excellent range of patterns
and color combinations.

g yg

Expandu watch bracelets, flexible
styles In white, green or j’ipllow
goldl for convertible or ribbon
watches.
All widths and sizes
at ................................................................

Children’s 59c Sport Hose

2.00

'* Heather Mlxtur# Hose with
fancy turnover cuff, in brown, cam.
el and Oxford. Sizes 7 to 10 .......

Wall Papers and Borders
Very latest ideas in beautiful cd.
orings and exquisite designs.
Prices from 10c per roll and up 20r
Samples gladly mailed .....................

Women’s $2.95 Silk Scarfs

60c Sewing Thread
off

Made of crepe de chine, online
chiffons and figured chiffons. Two
yards in length and plain or 4
1.68
fringed ends or tailored. effects....

Satinsilk mercerized sewing thread
put up in household assorted colors
of 12 spools. Anniversary priced
at, box ................................... 1................

$75 Meadowbrook Worsted Seamless Rugs .................. $65.00
Heavy durable quality seamless rugs in attractive designs
and colors.

$55 Seamless Axminster Rugs ............................................ $42.50
9x12 ft. size. Standard grade Axminsters In a splendid
range of patterns.

$5.50 Axminsters .......... $4.95 J $4.00 Axminsters
$2.95
Size 36x63 inches
Size 27x34 inches
Good range of patterns
Good I’a I terns

$5.00 Axminsters ....... $3.95
Size 27x54 inches
$1.25 Rubber Mats ....... 95c

$1.98 Rayon Slips

$125X0 Wilton Rugs .................. »...... -................................. $105.00

$

1.68

Colored short silk umbrellas with
10 ribs, fancy border and carved
wood handles in navy, red. green,
purple or brown ...................................

3J_0C

Double woven Eainco slip-on wash
able gloves.
Ideal for shopping
or motoring.
Colors, mode or
gray. Sizes 5% .to 7% ......................

Goran All Worsted Wilton Rugs.

Choice

Size 8.3x10.6 ft.. 479.00—regularly 492.30
SEAMLESS TAPESTRY RUGS

9x12 ft................................................................... $19.75.

Reg. $25.00

5x9 ft. ................................................................... 413.50.

Reg. $15.00

8.3x10.6 ft............ ................................................. $18.50.

Reg. $22.50

7.6x9 ft.................................................................. $16.50.

Reg. $20.00

$20X0 Seamless Wool and Fibre Rugs ............................ $16.75

9x12 ft. size. Seamless rugs In plain colors and small
repeat patterns.
Size- 8.3x10.6 ft., 413.00—Regularly $18.30

$1 Printed Linoleums ........
i $1.58 Inlaid Linoleums
.............................. sq. yd. 85c |
........................... sq. yd. $1.28
$2.50 Best quality Inlaid Linoleums, square yard ....... 41.80

Shaving

30c
Listcrine,
size .....................

medium

34c

50c Aniolin Deodorant
50c Daggett A Kainsdell's
Cold Cream .....

30c 1711 Bath Salts ................ 34c

25c Cappl Talcum Pow
der •......................................... 17c

23c
Cashmere
Soap ....................

*1.18

41.30

Bouquet
17c

Veolay Ambre Royal

Face Powder ........................ 41.00

$2.98 Costume Slips
Made of rayon, milo-shcen,
satin or tub silk. Some have
bottoms, others have 4-inch
or hip heni.
Light and
shades ............................................

$2.95 Novelty Kid Gloves

Men’s 25c Cotton Hose

sport
ruffle
hem
dark

2.48

.Men's medium weight black cotton
hose, spliced heels a id toes. Sizes
10 to 11%. Anniversary
K pairs for 4A
priced at ............................

23c Kol.vnos Tooth Paste .... 18c

12%c Pears' Unscented Soap
............................ 6 cakes for 50c

Cape, lambskin or French kid
gloves, witli turnover or flare cuffs
embroidered, braided or perforaled. Sizes 3'.. to 7 ...........................

4

2.48

75c Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
Luxurla Cream .................... 45c
41.00 Melba's Lov-me Body
Talc and Puff ...................... 58c

$4.50 Clasp Around Corsets
Medium and stout figured heavy
framed clasp around c6rscts with
elastic bands around the waist
line. Sizes 26 to 36 ..........................

4J

Save 1-5 on Open Stock

95

$2.50 Luncheon or Bridge Set

Dinnerware
During the sale we have made a reduc

Size 9x12 ft. Best quality Wilton Bugs. Choice of all pat
terns. Size 8.3x10.6 ft.. $95.00—regularly $105.00.
$100.00 Wilton Rugs .................................................................. $85.00
Size 9x12 feet.
of all patterns.

$1.50 Chamoisuede Gloves

Ladies’ Silk Umbrellas

Kuftle bottom or hip hem rayon
slips in white, flesh, orchid, peach,
golden wheat, cherry blossom.
tan. gray or eppen ..........................

$3.00 Axminsters ....... $2.48
Size 13x36 inches
41.00 Door Mats ............ 68c

50c
Mennen's
Cream ...............

41.01) Melba's Toilet Wo.
ters .......................................... 58c

Size 8.3x10.6 ft.. 438.30—Regular 450.00

$39 Seamless Axminster Rugs ...............$34.00. 9x12 ft. size
Carleton Grade Seamless Axminsters In a wide rangeg of
patterns. Size 8.3x10.6 ft................... $32.00—Regular 436.50

Toilet Goods

Stamped linen cloth and four
napkins with finished hems and
colored thread drawn In, two
designs ..................................-—

Our Entire Stock of
4

1.48

tion of 20 per cent in the price of the fol

Women’s Spring

lowing open stock dinnerware patterns. You

Men’s Handkerchiefs

can buy just as many or just as few pieces

Colored woven bordered fyandkerchieftf and tape borders in various
colors. Anniversary priced 3 for
at ............................................
*

.50

Boys’ $2.98 Suits
4
.
Button on style with two pairs of
trousers, ip tan, copen or green.

Laurel or Windsor American Sets.
reg. 436.90 for 100 pieces, now .... ^29
*
Argyle English semi.porcelaln sets,
leg. 453.35 for loo pieces
*41
now- ......................................................... „

4J 03

Anntversarj' priced at .....................

Orient Ivory English semi-porce
lain. reg. 455.23 for 100 pieces,
now ...........................................................

52

All white with smocking and col
ored rompers in tan. blue, or pink,
with touches of hand embroidery.
Sizes 1. 2 and 3 years .......................

Hanover Nippon China Sets, reg.
480.80 for 100 pieces.
'64

Stamped on good quality un
bleached cotton Tinted floral de
sign finished with darning stitch
and French knots ................................

4J T6
’

Footwear
Reduced $1.00 in Price Durir
the Anniversary Sale
Pay $4.00 for $5.00 Shoes

88
20

Vigo English semi-porcelain sets,
471.0-5 for 100 pieces,
*56e84

Children’s $1.50 Rompers

$5.00 Stamped Spreads

as you wish at this saving.

64

Single pieces from the above sets will
be sold at proportionate saving.

Pay $5.00 for $6.00 Shoes

$4.50 Carpet Sweepers
Bissells carpe-t sweepers In ma
hogany finish and japanned trim,
med
Fully guaranteed
Anni
versary priced at ...............................

Pay $5.50 for $6.50 Shoes
Pay $6.00 for $7.00 Shoes
Pay 47.00 for $8.00 Shoes

’3.48

$3.25 Card Tables
In mahogany finish, leatherette
covered top' and metal corners.
Legs
fold
flat.
Anniversary 4
2.48
priced at .................................................

Pay $7.50 for $8.50 Shoes
You can select any oxford o
pump In our stocks and dcduc
41.00 from the regular price dur
ing the sale. More than 50 dis
ttnet spring styles in patent
calf, kid, suede and other loath
ers. Colors: Black, tan, blonde
calf, opal, grey, etc.

Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Co., - Portland, Maine

